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Executive Summary

Introduction

The provision of warnings and information during emergencies has emerged over the last decade as a critical element of modern emergency management. In Australia, leadership and innovation in this area has seen significant progress across legislation, policy, operational practice, research and the use of technology. A national focus to better engage and empower communities has propelled change and continuous improvement.

Whilst the 2009 Victorian bushfires and subsequent Royal Commission has driven national action on improving how communities are warned, fire is only one of the emergencies confronting Australians each year. A number of large-scale events including cyclones and flooding in Queensland, and earthquakes in New Zealand have presented challenges and opportunities to improve the way that warnings and information are provided to communities.

The National Review of Warnings and Information has provided an opportunity to investigate across a multi-hazard and national sphere, how warnings and information are currently provided to communities. The Review has considered both warnings about hazards, such as those provided by the Bureau of Meteorology, and warnings about the potential impact of an incident, typically provided by emergency services and other statutory authorities. Exploration of strengths, challenges, opportunities and good practice has been undertaken, across a number of themes.

The Review has been conducted by Emergency Management Victoria in collaboration with all states, territories and the Commonwealth, and has been overseen by a national, multi-hazard Steering Committee. Funding has been provided through the National Emergency Management Project (NEMP) grants program.

The Review has comprised a number of distinct elements including:

- Development of a literature review on research and material focused on the provision of warnings and information;
- A multi-agency workshop hosted by the Australasian Fire and Emergency Services Authorities Council (AFAC) to consider a synthesis of community safety and warnings research produced by the Bushfire Cooperative Research Centre (BCRC) in the previous decade;
- Good practice interviews with practitioners and subject matter experts across Australia;
- A multi-agency workshop to explore and define information gathered during the Review; and
- A specific review into the use of Emergency Alert as a warning channel.

This Report presents key outcomes of the above elements in a consolidated view.

Analysis and Recommendations

The Review has identified a number of themes, ranging from policy and governance to use of technology, and to workforce management. Each theme identifies findings and opportunities focused on improving warnings practice. A short summary of the themes is provided below, and high-level recommendations are included. All themes and findings are explored in greater detail throughout the report.

---

1 The Emergency Alert Review has been separately funded however it has been incorporated with this Review, and overseen by the Review’s Steering Committee.
Advancing a National Approach

The provision of warnings and information during emergencies has advanced significantly in recent years. Governments and agencies have clearly invested time and resources into this area, with a range of evidence highlighting that ‘warnings’ are today considered to be a modern emergency management priority.

There is a strong call for increased national governance and coordination of public information practice development. Awareness of various national arrangements and protocols varies across agency representatives and practitioners, and many have also explained that the lack of clarity on the authority and status of agreements and protocols, or who to approach to foster innovation or progress issues, is throttling progress in this area of emergency management.

Recommendation 1
As a priority, establish a dedicated, multi-hazard National Working Group for Public Information and Warnings. As a part of its role, this Working Group should be charged with sharing the outcomes of the Review, addressing the findings and opportunities throughout, and overseeing implementation of this Report’s recommendations.

Recommendation 2
Improve knowledge management on warnings and information with a focus on: reviewing the status and availability of key national documents; consolidating documentation where appropriate; and setting standards for document review and minimum metadata. Practitioners across all hazards should also be better supported to access information and connect with their peers.

Improving warning frameworks

Warnings frameworks provide agencies and practitioners with a standardised approach to assessing the need for, and issuing, warnings and information to communities during emergencies. In recent years, many jurisdictions have continued to look for opportunities to build consistency of public information frameworks and protocols across different hazards.

A number of different hazard specific frameworks are currently in place and some practitioners believe that more can be done to improve national harmonisation of protocols. Others caution against harmonisation which might compromise warnings for specific hazards and confuse communities. This highlights the need for evidence based change.

Recommendation 3
Pursue greater national consistency of warning frameworks across jurisdictions by leading a coordinated review of current frameworks, assessing the evidence base for change, and identifying opportunities for harmonisation. While this requires a longer term focus, in the short term, build national consistency within individual hazard areas.

The role of community education and preparedness

Practitioners and researchers agree that the success of warnings during an emergency is highly dependent upon prior efforts to build community preparedness and resilience. The concept of a ‘total warnings system’ draws an explicit connection between community preparedness and the provision of warnings during emergencies. The discipline of public information should always be considered in this broader community resilience and public safety context.
Trust, credibility and information validation

Research stresses the importance of community trust in information and warnings to motivate community response. In addition, it highlights that communities will seek to validate information before acting on it, regardless of the source or level of warning provided. The use of local information and recognition of local and personal networks are critical to effective warning provision, and public information policy makers can better integrate this knowledge into warnings practice.

Publishing systems and a multi-channel approach

A multi-channel approach to provision of information and warnings has been an aim of emergency services for some years now and is embodied in the nationally adopted *Emergency warnings guidelines and principles* (2007). Agency capacity to utilise a diversity of channels is continuing to develop well, with many now focused on better tailoring and targeting of messages through this multi-channel approach.

Tailoring messages, intuitive language and consistent terminology

Understanding of good practice message design and use of appropriate language has continued to grow in recent years, however more can be done to improve and embed the use of intuitive language and well-tailored content. Importantly, the widespread use of templates to improve timeliness and consistency requires a corresponding commitment to tailoring of individual warnings.

The importance of targeted warnings and avoiding ‘warning fatigue’

Many agencies and practitioners are building real-life experience on the value of well targeted warnings, and the effects of poorly targeted warnings, including warning fatigue. Recently completed research provides insight into factors that contribute to warning fatigue and actions which can mitigate the effects of this phenomenon.

Reaching diverse and at-risk groups

Challenges in reaching vulnerable or at-risk groups during emergencies are widely recognised by both practitioners and researchers. Those deemed ‘at risk’ can very much depend on circumstances and the risk at hand, but often include the elderly, ill, disabled, culturally and linguistically diverse communities, children and young people. Good practice highlights that agencies should establish community profiles prior to any emergency and develop relationships with community leaders to assist in the dissemination of warnings.

Emerging technology and the next frontier

Significant progress has been made by a number of agencies in recent years to provide information and warnings using a range of technologies. Increasing community expectations require continued focus on innovating and developing solutions, particularly in the area of spatial, geo-located and visual information.

The next frontier for warnings will see a transition from purely text-based warnings to more dynamic and visual content. National collaboration and shared investment is needed in this area to create economies of scale, collectively partner with and influence technology providers and to develop common standards.

Recommendation 4

Invest in and prioritise improved use of technology to create and disseminate warnings and information. As a priority, develop warnings which offer visual and spatial information.
Social Media

The rapid growth of social media over the last decade has seen it emerge as one of the most dynamic channels used to share information, and the use of social media during emergencies featured prominently in discussion throughout the Review. Findings highlight a need for more mature policy on the adoption and use of social media, along with advancement of practical tools and solutions.

Recommendation 5

Improve the use of social media placing immediate focus on: the use of social media as a ‘two-way’ conversation with communities; resourcing; and sharing of current innovation and good practice across agencies.

Building two-way conversation and information sharing

There are increasing community expectations for emergency services to engage in two-way communication during emergencies via active listening, information exchange and engagement with communities. This spans not only social media channels but others including community meetings and broadcast radio. For most agencies, a shift to this style of communication represents a substantial and challenging change in how warning communication is managed.

Emerging research suggests that strategies which empower communities to share information and warnings help to foster shared responsibility and resilience. While there are concerns and very real challenges to address, this is a critical feature of focus for future warnings practice.

Emergency Alert (telephony based warnings)

Emergency Alert has featured as a key discussion area and is noted as an important warning channel. Operational experience with this channel continues to increase and while greater national consistency is called for by some, there is currently great diversity in preferred use. Further, there is evidence of increasing and significant community dependence upon Emergency Alert as their primary warning service.

Multi-hazard websites

Many states and territories have established shared multi-hazard warnings websites, often run by a government department rather than a single emergency service. Providing a single point of truth enacts sound principles for provision of warnings and information, however current challenges being tackled include presentation of multi-hazard information in a single interface and building the credibility of these new channels.

Working with partners and third parties

While partnerships with media broadcasters have continued to mature in recent years, the emergence and growth of third parties providing information and warnings during incidents, both commercial and community based, presents a growing challenge for agencies, who must consider how they will interact with or support these groups.

There is opportunity to develop a nationally agreed position on how to best interact with third parties, and to engage with these groups to build a stronger, shared code of practice. Interaction with the media on days of high activity can also be improved, to ensure that the statewide situation and priorities are clearly understood.
Recommendation 6
Build better partnerships with third parties to improve development and dissemination of warnings:

(a) Establish a national protocol for working with third parties (including media, international service providers, private warnings providers and not-for-profit entities).

(b) Increase focus on providing more accessible, sharable and easily republished warnings. Mandate compliance with the Common Alerting Protocol (CAP-AU) for all new and upgraded warnings systems, and set a goal date for reaching CAP-AU compliance nationally.

Workforce management and capability

Across jurisdictions, a variety of different public information workforce arrangements are in place, drawing upon various expertise and experiencing different strengths and challenges. Some agencies have established clear Public Information Section roles, operating procedures and training programs, and many have established their models for a multi-hazard environment. Others, particularly smaller agencies, could benefit from the sharing of this practice. Recognising the impact that working in these roles can have on individuals is critical.

Recommendation 7
All agencies to ensure that post-incident debriefing and critical incident stress programs are effectively executed for all public information personnel, regardless of the level of their involvement or the nature of their substantive role.

Centralised and decentralised models in use

Emergency services are using a number of different models to resource and coordinate the creation and issue of warnings. While some rely on a centralised ‘headquarters’ model which draws upon smaller teams with high levels of expertise, others have a highly decentralised model in place with warnings created and published by local Incident or Regional Control Centres. Both approaches offer strengths and challenges and there is no evidence of a winning ‘best practice’ model for resourcing and managing Public Information teams.

Evaluating the effectiveness of warnings and information

Apart from independent research and ad-hoc post-incident analysis, there appears to be little evidence of planned evaluation of the effectiveness of warnings being undertaken. Establishment of performance measures and a consistent approach to evaluation would build a stronger evidence base to inform further improvement of Public Information. Related to this point, the sharing and utilisation of research and evaluation outcomes can also be improved.

Recommendation 8
In order to build a stronger evidence base to inform policy and practice, develop agreed research methods and commission targeted research which focuses on community behaviour and response to warnings across diverse hazards.

Recommendation 9
Develop nationally agreed performance indicators and formalise post-incident evaluation processes for the provision of warnings and information during emergencies.
Introduction

Just over a decade ago the provision of warnings and information to communities during emergencies was fast becoming a challenging priority. In a short period of time, both agency capability and community expectations have grown significantly, and the provision of warnings is now considered an essential activity during any emergency.

In recent years, a significant amount of work has been undertaken across the country to improve community information and warnings. This has included development and enhancement of warning protocols, systems and technology, and been supported by a volume of research focused on understanding community response and expectations.

Concurrently, there have been shifts in how people access information, in the emergence of 24/7 news cycles and increasing media engagement with emergency broadcasting, and in the ever diversifying availability of technology to publish and share information.

Whilst the 2009 Victorian bushfires and subsequent Royal Commission propelled national action on improving how communities are warned, fire is only one of the emergencies confronting Australians each year. A number of large-scale events including cyclones and flooding in Queensland, and earthquakes in New Zealand have provided both challenges and opportunity to improve approaches to providing warnings and information. A national focus on building disaster resilience and better engaging and empowering communities has driven change and continuous improvement.

The National Review of Warnings and Information provides an opportunity to investigate across a multi-hazard and national sphere how warnings and information are provided to communities. Exploration of strengths, challenges, opportunities and good practice has been undertaken, and key findings and recommendations have been identified.

Overseen by a national, multi-hazard Steering Committee, the Review has been chaired by Emergency Management Victoria and funded by the National Emergency Management Project (NEMP) grants program.

Analysis and findings highlight a diverse and dynamic sector approach to this critical community safety function. In every aspect from policy to message design, and from use of technology to post-incident evaluation, agencies and organisations are actively learning more and improving their approach to warnings provision.

In a short period of time, substantial progress has been made in this relatively new discipline of emergency management. In many areas, Australia’s innovation and leadership in its pursuit to provide emergency warnings and information to communities is world leading. Progress has not only been in policy and technological innovation, but has resulted in tangible changes in operational practice and organisational culture. Traditional ‘response’ activities for emergency services have evolved to incorporate the development and rapid provision of warnings and information to communities. Communities are actively engaging in the use of these services.

Many challenges remain, and development continues at a rapid pace. This Review presents findings focused on driving continuous improvement, and highlights a wide range of opportunities and current good practice to support governments and emergency service organisations to continue their important work.
Methodology

The National Review of Warnings and Information has comprised of a number of elements.

Project Mandate

The Review has been conducted by Emergency Management Victoria in collaboration with all states, territories and the Commonwealth. Funding has been provided through the National Emergency Management Project (NEMP) grants program.

Governance

The Review has been governed by a National Steering Committee and supported by a Reference Group. Membership of the Steering Committee has included representation from each jurisdiction and a number of hazard areas. Steering Committee members are listed at the beginning of this report. Reference Group membership is noted at Appendix G.

The Steering Committee has met regularly, generally via teleconference to consider project scope, direction and progress of deliverables.

Scope

A number of discrete activities have been undertaken throughout 2014 as part of the Review, and brought together in this final report. They include:

Literature Review

A literature review has been completed, focusing on research and material on warnings and information during emergencies. Conducted by Ipsos, the literature review focuses on Australian research completed in the previous five years, however extends to international research in some areas. A range of material has been considered, including reports provided by agencies and practitioners and the literature review is referenced throughout this report.

Workshop: A Synthesis of Community Safety Research

In April 2014, a multi-agency workshop hosted by the Australasian Fire and Emergency Services Authorities Council (AFAC) was held to consider a synthesis of community safety and warnings research produced by the Bushfire Cooperative Research Centre (BCRC) in the previous decade. The synthesis was prepared by Skinner and Skinner consulting, and the workshop, facilitated by Professor Timothy Skinner, included 36 subject matter experts and practitioners across a broad range of agencies.

Good Practice Interviews

The Review has explored current and good practice with ninety practitioners and subject matter experts across Australia, representing 35 organisations. The Steering Committee and Reference Group nominated a number of people for interview, focusing on public information practitioners – those with hands on experience of the development and provision of warnings during emergencies. Nominees were supplemented by further representation and expertise as required. Interviewees are included in the list of stakeholders provided at Appendix G.

Cube Group coordinated and conducted the interviews, including design of an interview approach spanning six themes:

- Policy and practice;
- Channels and systems;
• Construction of warnings;
• Community response;
• Workforce capability; and
• Continuous improvement.

Interviews were held between May and July 2014 and generally conducted over a 60-90 minute period, using a semi-structured approach. Each interview drew on the particular expertise of the interviewee(s).

In addition to identification of good practice via interview, and in recognition of broad interest to provide input, opportunity to provide a written submission to the Review was also promoted through agency communication networks. Through this approach, a small number of written commentaries or submissions were received and several short telephone interviews were also conducted.

Workshop: Consideration of Review findings to date

In September, 2014 a two day workshop held at the NSW Rural Fire Service headquarters explored the findings of the project to date and defined priority areas for action. 34 participants representing 22 organisations contributed to this workshop. Workshop outcomes were documented and shared with participants, Reference Group members and Steering Committee members. Findings have contributed to the development of this final report.

National Review of Emergency Alert

A review of the telephony based warning system Emergency Alert has also been carried out as a coordinated component of this broader Review. Funded by the Victorian Department of Justice as national coordinators of Emergency Alert, and completed by Ipsos, this Review has included:

• In-depth interviews with 31 users of the Emergency Alert system. Participants varied in their level of involvement in the decision making process from those who authorised Emergency Alerts to be sent to those whose primary role was to create messages;
• 16 discussion groups with members of communities in NSW, VIC, SA, QLD and NT;
• 16 minute telephone surveys with 1,600 members of the community, segmented by location, emergency type (e.g. fire, flood, cyclone), jurisdiction, and experience receiving an Emergency Alert;
• 10 minute online surveys with 1,051 members of the community to provide a broad overview of community sentiment and canvassing of locations other than those that have recently experienced an emergency event; and
• 6 in-depth telephone interviews following the surveys to further explore survey findings.

While the National Review of Emergency Alert is provided as a separate final report, selected key findings and analysis are also included in this report.

Development of Findings

This report brings together analysis of the literature, good practice interviews, national workshop and review of Emergency Alert to provide an outline of strengths, issues, opportunities, good practice and findings across seventeen areas for consideration. Recommendations have also been included, in consultation with the Steering Committee.
Summary of Findings and Recommendations

All key findings are summarised below, and accompanied by recommendations which have been developed in consultation with the Review’s Steering Committee. Implementation of each recommendation should take into account relevant analysis and findings.

Key findings

1. Over the past decade emergency management warning protocols and practice have evolved and matured significantly. The prioritisation and provision of warnings and information as a key feature of modern emergency management is evident across the sector.

2. There is a lack of clear governance and national leadership on the provision of emergency management public information, which is inhibiting progress, collaboration and maturation of this discipline.

3. Practitioner knowledge of nationally agreed standards or protocols, current practice and relevant research findings is limited and development of improved knowledge management, including establishment of practitioner networks for knowledge sharing is needed. In addition, many key documents lack important detail on authority, ownership, and process for review.

4. Community understanding of the various warning frameworks in use across hazards is untested. As a result, agency desire for greater harmonisation of warnings frameworks across hazards lacks a strong evidence base for public value benefit, and fails to provide guidance on the direction future frameworks should take.

5. There are diverse views on the benefit of a single national multi-hazard framework for warnings. The sector lacks a nationally coordinated ‘roadmap’ for considering the opportunities and business case for harmonisation and as such any exploration of common frameworks has been ad hoc and localised.

6. The emergency management sector lacks an agreed definition on what a ‘warning’ is. While for some, a ‘warning’ focuses on providing information to the public about an expected hazard (such as a cyclone), others provide ‘warnings’ with a focus on outlining the impact of that hazard and risk to life and property.

7. Various warning frameworks exist across hazards and agencies but they are difficult to locate and authenticate as agreed current practice. While the National Framework for Scaled Advice and Warnings to the Community (for bushfire) is widely noted as a milestone achievement and precedent in national warnings Frameworks, it is difficult to source and lacks a clear current owner and custodian. (See Recommendation 2)
8 Practitioners and researchers agree that the success of warnings largely relies on efforts to build community resilience, awareness and preparedness prior to an emergency. There is merit in the ‘total warning system’ concept, already adopted by flood response agencies, being more formally considered across other hazards in the development of future warning frameworks.

9 Understanding how to design warnings which will effectively interrupt or breakthrough to individuals leading busy, complex lives is limited. Although some research on this area has explored the issue, others see this as a gap in sector knowledge which should be informing warning protocols. (See Recommendation 8)

10 There is a wide range of research now available on how people trust and validate warnings prior to taking action, however there is limited evidence of how this research has been adopted, or is specifically informing continuous improvement. (See Recommendation 8)

11 The importance of local networks and of issuing and sharing warnings through local sources is highlighted by a range of research. While a multi-channel approach provides important avenues for individuals to access and validate information, there is a need to increase focus on developing links into local community networks and leaders who can share warnings and act as a trusted local source during emergencies. These networks are critical to the effective dissemination and validation of warnings.

12 Research also provides evidence that warnings are most effective when they are provided by agencies and people who are recognised or known. Given that emergency services and the Bureau of Meteorology are typically well recognised by the general public, the sector is well placed to take a greater leadership role supporting lesser known control agencies.

13 Multi-channel publishing systems which support the production of timely, tailored and relevant warnings are growing in use. Smaller agencies are less likely to be benefiting from these kinds of tools unless intra-state or interstate offers to share or utilise existing systems are provided.

14 While the nationally endorsed Common Alerting Protocol (CAP-AU Standard) is widely supported by agencies, adoption of the Standard remains low. This constrains opportunities to share warnings and information across multiple channels and jurisdictions, particularly where messages are re-used or re-posted by other agencies, jointly developed, or shared with third parties. (See Recommendation 6)

15 The role of the Standard Emergency Warning Signal (SEWS) within the contemporary warnings environment can be better integrated within a modern warnings environment to maximise its value.

16 The increasing use of mobile smart devices requires that agencies provide information and warnings in suitable formats. Whether this is through mobile apps or mobile friendly websites (or both), it is important that content is easily accessible, good practice development standards are followed and that greater consideration be made to support all operating systems.
While the use of online and digital channels continues to mature, traditional channels including radio, print media, television and face-to-face meetings also provide critical information services, particularly for remote communities, those with limited mobile and internet connectivity and those in long-running events. It is essential that warning protocols consider both the incident and affected communities to tailor diverse use of available channels.

The critical importance of tailoring warnings has continued to feature in research, post-incident reviews and inquiries. While the use of templates to support the construction of information and warnings is now common practice, it is important that training programs and local procedures stress the need for each warning to be tailored for the situation and community it is provided for.

Both formal research and agency consultation with communities has found that a clear call to action, rather than vague or generalist statements about safety, is preferred. The need to better tailor warnings, minimise vague information within templates, and to remove ‘slogans’ about community safety within warnings is highlighted.

While post-incident reviews and research have led to the minimisation of jargon or technical information within emergency service warnings, the Bureau of Meteorology’s warnings continue to retain a greater degree of detail. If not already undertaken, targeted community-based evaluation of weather warning content and formats would provide an evidence basis for this differentiation.

The Emergency Warnings: Choosing Your Words (2008) guideline provides a researched and collated view on how to construct and tailor warnings and information, however practitioner knowledge and use of this document appears to be limited, and the best use of language for more recently developed digital channels is not incorporated. (See Recommendation 2)

As experience and capability to provide warnings is maturing, many agencies are now looking at how best to provide multiple warnings within a single incident, providing more targeted advice to specific areas and communities. Agencies would benefit from sharing current solutions and good practice.

In long running incidents, a number of practitioners have experienced scenarios in which formal warning protocols and/or publishing system constraints result in too many warnings being repeatedly issued with little or no change. Any arrangements which provide a lack of flexibility for decision makers to target warnings based on each incident and scenario require attention.

Research on the prevalence of warning fatigue has recently been released. The findings of this research and recommendations for mitigating this phenomenon are yet to be considered, tested and applied by agencies and there is clearly more to learn here. (See Recommendation 8)

Emergency services acknowledge that they still have a considerable way to go to communicate effectively with diverse and at-risk communities, however many agencies have found progress to be challenging. There are opportunities to drive action at a national level, building a collective capacity which all agencies can benefit from.
26 One of the greatest challenges with reaching diverse and at-risk groups is identifying and understanding where these groups are, and how they might best be approached and influenced to behave safely if in danger. Agencies working to better profile these communities, and to establish relationships with relevant community leaders and agencies supporting those at-risk are to be commended.

27 A multi-channel warnings approach helps agencies connect with more diverse audiences however continued development of warnings which include visual and spatial information is necessary as this style of information can directly support people with low literacy or a non-English speaking background. (See Recommendation 4)

28 Available and emerging technologies are under-utilised and community expectations on the provision of information and warnings continue to grow. While development of publishing systems, websites, apps and social media channels is evident across a majority of agencies interviewed, there is a continued need to innovate. The next frontier for warning design and construction requires spatial, visual and geo-location based information.

29 While most agencies are focused on improving their use of social media as a warnings channel, the majority are still primarily ‘broadcasting’ information via this channel and wary of losing control of information and warnings. In reality, information will be shared via social media with or without the participation of emergency services and their presence is essential to provide a credible and authoritative voice.

Constraints to improved use of social media are primarily due to internal protocols which are not tailored for open and ongoing dialogue via social media channels, and very real resourcing challenges.

30 More innovative solutions to effectively resource Public Information teams to contribute and respond to social media discussion are required. Although a new frontier for many, trusted digital volunteers or virtual operations support teams (VOSTs) are emerging as a legitimate way to resource social media monitoring and activity.

31 While the reach of social media channels and their strength in targeting young people in particular is noted, the common use of algorithms by these channels to filter content can dramatically reduce effectiveness. Some reports note that as little as 6% of posts will reach an individual on Facebook. While individually, agencies are unlikely to sway policy and practice with large companies like Facebook and Twitter, there may be an opportunity for collective partnerships or influence with a national approach on this issue.

32 Establishing two-way communication or ‘conversation’ with communities during emergencies is a growing expectation and critical feature of future warnings practice. One of the key benefits of two-way information sharing is that agencies can ‘listen’ and ‘see’ in real-time to how individuals perceive and act upon risk. Whether this be through social media, community meetings or talk-back radio, conversation not only assists communities but can provide powerful insight to Incident Management Teams.
33 There is inconsistency nationally on whether Emergency Alert should be used for ‘imminent threat’ warnings only or also to issue advice on expected high risk. While nationally agreed guidelines provide all jurisdictions with autonomy in relation to whether, when and how they deliver a telephone warning, there remains a demand for improved national consistency. Given the already diverse use of the channel, significant national consistency will be challenging to achieve. Analysis of the drivers for consistency including expected benefits for communities might provide greater incentive for change.

34 Both practitioners and researchers note growing community expectation that a personal fixed line telephone or mobile phone warning will always be provided, negating the need to actively seek out information and remain informed. The National Review of Emergency Alert notes that 32% of people expect to rely upon Emergency Alert as their only source of warning, and that 80% of people who have previously received an Emergency Alert expect to receive one in the event of a future incident.

It is critical that communication and education campaigns continue to stress that a warning may not be received, and encourage and empower communities to proactively access information and assess their risk.

35 The level of community trust in more recently established multi-hazard websites remains untested and research into community awareness, trust and perception of these websites would be valuable. (See Recommendation 8)

36 The popularity and number of private or community based channels providing and sharing warnings continues to rise. Agency support or connection with many of these providers seems limited and appears to be due to any combination of suitable policy or clear position on engaging with third parties, motivation to connect and resourcing constraints. Without agency guidance and expertise, private operators may introduce new risks to communities during emergencies.

37 Australia’s Code of Practice for Warning Republishers provides sound advice to third parties, however non-mandatory government advice is likely to have little influence on innovators who may not even be aware of the document’s existence. Improved engagement, for example the convening of a group of third party warning providers, would provide insight into what they understand, what they would like to see, and whether they have views on how a Code of Practice could be improved and better utilised.

38 Partnerships with Australia’s media as emergency broadcasters have continued to mature in recent years and the importance of these working relationships must be highlighted. For maximum effectiveness, media agencies and emergency services require strong working relationships and practical support. Provision of timely advice to broadcasters on active days to assist in prioritising communication and understanding complex situations is important to optimal outcomes. National coordination of media accreditation would also assist many media teams.

39 Personnel working in Public Information sections can be affected by the impact and gravity of their work, particularly in high impact or high stress incidents. Provision of post-incident debriefing and critical incident stress programs are essential activities. Ineffective support for personnel is not only detrimental to an individual’s wellbeing but can also impact upon future availability and willingness of people to take on Public Information roles.
Various centralised and decentralised models for the provision of public information are in use and each carries pros and cons. While opportunities to discuss workforce arrangements or provide case studies on alternative models would be valuable, agencies should be encouraged to tailor fit-for-purpose arrangements rather than conform to any particular model.

The sector lacks an agreed approach to monitoring and evaluation of warnings. The lack of a common framework for this activity results in great disparity in how the effectiveness of warnings is assessed, including evaluation undertaken during formal inquiries, and lost opportunity to build a consolidated base of lessons learned.

It would appear that many practitioners are aware of a range of research and of many post-incident inquiries, but that few have time available to reflect upon and apply the findings. Continued effort to summarise, present and ‘make ready’ research for agencies to easily utilise would be valuable.

Recommendations

Recommendation 1
As a priority, establish a dedicated, multi-hazard National Working Group for Public Information and Warnings. As a part of its role, this Working Group should be charged with sharing the outcomes of the Review, addressing the findings and opportunities throughout, and overseeing implementation of this Report’s recommendations.

Recommendation 2
Improve knowledge management on warnings and information with a focus on: reviewing the status and availability of key national documents; consolidating documentation where appropriate; and setting standards for document review and minimum metadata. Practitioners across all hazards should also be better supported to access information and connect with their peers.

Recommendation 3
Pursue greater national consistency of warning frameworks across jurisdictions by leading a coordinated review of current frameworks, assessing the evidence base for change, and identifying opportunities for harmonisation. While this requires a longer term focus, in the short term, build national consistency within individual hazard areas.

Recommendation 4
Invest in and prioritise improved use of technology to create and disseminate warnings and information. As a priority, develop warnings which offer visual and spatial information.
Recommendation 5
Improve the use of social media placing immediate focus on: the use of social media as a ‘two-way’ conversation with communities; resourcing; and sharing of current innovation and good practice across agencies.

Recommendation 6
Build better partnerships with third parties to improve development and dissemination of warnings:
(a) Establish a national protocol for working with third parties (including media, international service providers, private warnings providers and not-for-profit entities).
(b) Increase focus on providing more accessible, sharable and easily republished warnings. Mandate compliance with the Common Alerting Protocol (CAP-AU) for all new and upgraded warnings systems, and set a goal date for reaching CAP-AU compliance nationally.

Recommendation 7
All agencies to ensure that post-incident debriefing and critical incident stress programs are effectively executed for all public information personnel, regardless of the level of their involvement or the nature of their substantive role.

Recommendation 8
In order to build a stronger evidence base to inform policy and practice, develop agreed research methods and commission targeted research which focuses on community behaviour and response to warnings across diverse hazards.

Recommendation 9
Develop nationally agreed performance indicators and formalise post-incident evaluation processes for the provision of warnings and information during emergencies.
Analysis

The following findings and analysis traverse a broad range of themes related to the provision of warnings and information during emergencies. The strengths, issues and impacts, and opportunities within each theme are discussed before findings are outlined.

Advancing a National Approach

The provision of warnings and information during emergencies has advanced significantly in recent years. Governments and agencies have clearly invested time and resources into this area, with a range of evidence highlighting that ‘warnings’ are today considered to be a modern emergency management priority.

There is a strong call for increased national governance and coordination of public information practice development. Awareness of various national arrangements and protocols varies across agency representatives and practitioners, and many have also explained that the lack of clarity on the authority and status of agreements and protocols, or who to approach to foster innovation or progress issues, is thwarting progress in this area of emergency management.

Strengths

There is clear interest and motivation across many agencies to establish a coordinated national focus on the development of public information practice.

Given the rapid advance of the role of warnings and public information in emergency management in recent years, it is important to acknowledge and build upon recent endeavours to establish agreements, guidelines and frameworks.

From a practical perspective, the Bureau of Meteorology’s Standardisation of Warning Services project, along with work to implement the Next-Generation Forecasting and Warning System, provide two tangible examples of work aimed at improving consistency of services, and clarity of arrangements and responsibilities for emergency service organisations.

Similarly, the increasing prominence of public information in the recently released AIIMS 4 is widely seen by interviewees as positive, and a driver to increasing consistency of practice.

Adoption by fire services of the National Framework for Scaled Advice and Warnings to the Community (for bushfire) in 2009 also represented a milestone in establishing a national approach to warnings provision, and has inspired thinking on further opportunities for harmonisation.

From a governance perspective, many acknowledge the Attorney-General’s Department (AGD) as a key coordinator for ongoing document development and management. AFAC has also provided leadership and coordination over some years in this area and continues to host or sponsor multi-agency work.

The role of Emergency Media & Public Affairs (EMPA) is also appreciated by many, however it is primarily valued for its hosting of an annual conference.

Issues and Impacts

Despite endeavours, variance in policy and practice for provision of warnings across hazards and jurisdictions remains the norm.

Throughout this Review, stakeholders have expressed confusion or frustration about a number of nationally endorsed documents which lack authority or credibility due to poor information on who authored them, whether they have been formally endorsed, how they are currently
A lack of clear governance arrangements and authority for development of public information as a discipline is inhibiting progress at a national level. This is likely to be affecting uptake or compliance with nationally agreed positions and protocols (See Figure 1).

Local development of new protocols appears to be occurring in isolation to national agreements or documented protocols – in part due to lack of clarity on who to approach to advance national change, and in part due to the pace of social and technical development which individual jurisdictions and agencies must respond to. Examples here include extension of the National Framework for Scaled Advice and Warnings to the Community for bushfire to apply to other hazards in some jurisdictions, and development of state protocols such as Victoria’s multi-hazard warnings protocol.

Such customisation and extension of practice does not appear to be an intentional deviation from national position per se, but it is creating diversity of practice, and for some, a frustration that they are not being included in, or are not in the same position to advance change.

A lack of clear governance arrangements and authority for further development of public information as a discipline is inhibiting agencies to collaboratively advance the practice of issuing warnings and information during emergencies.

While the AGD plays an important role, it is not to ‘lead’ development of operational policy and practice but to engage with and at times facilitate jurisdictional action. And while AFAC plays an important role in fostering coordination and collaboration, some note that without jurisdictional Ministerial endorsement of decisions, progress is limited, particularly if policing organisations and local government (in QLD particularly) are not also engaged.

### National documents highlighted during good practice interviews and review

The below list illustrates a range of key documents currently available, several of which provide no detail on author, owner or process for review. Many practitioners are unfamiliar with these documents.

- National Best Practice Guidelines for the Request and Broadcast of Emergency Warnings
- Guidelines for Emergency Management in Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Communities
  *Emergency Management Australia, 2007*
- National Emergency Warning System Principles
  *Ministerial Council for Police and Emergency Management - Emergency Management, October 2008*
- Emergency Warnings: Choosing your words
  *Attorney-General’s Department, December 2008*
- National Framework for Scaled Advice and Warnings to the Community (For bushfire)
  *Australian Emergency Management Committee, September 2009*
- National strategy for disaster resilience
  *Council of Australian Governments, 2011*
- National Telephony Warning Guidelines
  *Office of the Emergency Services Commissioner, Victoria, November 2012*
- Australia’s Emergency Warning Arrangements
  *Attorney-General’s Department, April 2013*
- Best Practice Guide for Warning Originators
  *Attorney-General’s Department, June 2013*
- Code of Practice for Warning Republishers
  *Attorney-General’s Department, April 2013*
- The Australasian Inter-Service Incident Management System: Version 4
  *Australian Fire and Emergency Service Authorities Council, 2013*

Figure 1: An example of key national documents available which specifically guide the development and use of warnings. Many lack suitable information on their authority, ownership and planned review.
Opportunities

It is apparent that there are opportunities to improve and clarify, roles and responsibilities at a national level. Existing organisations and arrangements can be better utilised to play a coordinating role at the national level. In particular, the role of the AGD, AFAC and other entities, including the Australia-New Zealand Emergency Management Committee (ANZEMC) as (for example) sponsor, custodian or coordinator of various initiatives, should be clarified.

A dedicated multi-hazard public information and warnings working group to govern and guide continued development of warnings and information should be established. This opportunity has been discussed at length during the Review’s national workshop and has also been discussed by the Review’s Steering Committee.

At a recent meeting of the AFAC Council, there was a resolution to formally seek the secretariat for national warnings through the establishment of an AFAC Warnings Group under AFAC’s collaboration model. Given the broad representation on the AFAC Council, this decision should guide and inform any future arrangements.

The benefits of such a group to progress development of contemporary issues, research requirements and innovation have been explored with stakeholders. They highlight a need for senior representation across hazards and jurisdictions (including the commonwealth), and inclusion of both policy and practitioner expertise.

In addition, there is strong support for any working group to report to ANZEMC, though a preferred structure has not yet been defined. Taskforces addressing specific issues should be established and governed by this working group as required, along with communities of practice to contribute to policy and practice development. Finally, the Working Group should be given responsibility to address the recommendations, findings and analysis within this Review.

It should be noted that the Bureau of Meteorology’s Standardisation of Warnings Services project has also considered a national approach to ongoing work, and any new governance arrangements should also connect with their proposed Bureau of Meteorology Hazards Services Advisory Board (the Hazards Advisory Board).

There is opportunity to learn from and connect with other existing committees. For example, the Australia-New Zealand Counter-Terrorism Committee (ANZCTC) has created a Public Information Sub-Committee (PISC) to provide strategic leadership on key public information and communication issues relating to national security and incident response. The PISC provides the policy framework for jurisdictions to enhance coordination of public information as it relates to national security issues and incidents.

Another jurisdictional example which could be extended is QLD’s High Level Media Working Group. This Working Group has senior representation from peak police and emergency service departments as well as media organisations. The focus of the group is to build strong partnerships between Government and media agencies, in turn promoting public safety messages and streamlining processes for the issuing of community warnings before, during and after emergencies and disasters.

A better connected network of public information professionals could be established. This would improve knowledge sharing and also help jurisdictional representatives to connect with broader stakeholders representing organisations such as the Bureau of Meteorology and Geoscience Australia. Current networking and knowledge sharing seem based on broader community safety forums and personal networks.

At a practical level, improved document and knowledge management for existing documentation, including confirmation of document owners, custodians, level of endorsement and anticipated review dates would be immediately valuable. All future documents should
provide this information as a standard inclusion. Currently available national documents should also be reviewed to confirm currency and/or determine a plan for review or archiving. A ‘quick win’ action would coordinate development of a short reference guide to existing key documents and information, and their status.

Note that a number of knowledge management hubs already exist, including the AGD’s Australian Emergency Management Knowledge Hub, and these hubs could be much better utilised to publish and share key documentation related to the provision of information and warnings.

Key findings

1. Over the past decade emergency management warning protocols and practice have evolved and matured significantly. The prioritisation and provision of warnings and information as a key feature of modern emergency management is evident across the sector.

2. There is a lack of clear governance and national leadership on the provision of emergency management public information, which is inhibiting progress, collaboration and maturation of this discipline.

3. Practitioner knowledge of nationally agreed standards or protocols, current practice and relevant research findings is limited and development of improved knowledge management, including establishment of practitioner networks for knowledge sharing is needed. In addition, many key documents lack important detail on authority, ownership, and process for review.

Recommendation 1
As a priority, establish a dedicated, multi-hazard National Working Group for Public Information and Warnings. As a part of its role, this Working Group should be charged with sharing the outcomes of the Review, addressing the findings and opportunities throughout, and overseeing implementation of this Report’s recommendations.

Recommendation 2
Improve knowledge management on warnings and information with a focus on: reviewing the status and availability of key national documents; consolidating documentation where appropriate; and setting standards for document review and minimum metadata. Practitioners across all hazards should also be better supported to access information and connect with their peers.
Improving warning frameworks

Warnings frameworks provide agencies and practitioners with a standardised approach to assessing the need for, and issuing, warnings and information to communities during emergencies. In recent years, many jurisdictions have continued to look for opportunities to build consistency of public information frameworks and protocols across different hazards.

A number of different hazard specific frameworks are currently in place and some practitioners believe that more can be done to improve national harmonisation of protocols. Others caution against harmonisation which might compromise warnings for specific hazards and confuse communities. This highlights the need for evidence based change.

Strengths

Across various hazards and jurisdictions, the development of warnings frameworks to guide consistent assessment of hazards and risk, and to support practitioners in designing and delivering warnings has been maturing. (See Appendix A for a snapshot of some of the frameworks currently in place).

The National Framework for Scaled Advice and Warnings to the Community (for bushfire) is acknowledged by fire agencies as a milestone advance for standardising fire warnings. Some jurisdictions have since gone on to establish multi-hazard models and arrangements based on this Framework. This has helped to improve consistency, share resources and tools, and build public awareness of warnings.

In South Australia for example, the Metropolitan Fire Service (MFS) has taken the National Framework for Scaled Advice and Warnings to the Community (for bushfire) and extended this conceptually across a range of other hazards.

In Western Australia, the Department of Fire and Emergency Services (DFES) has operated for many years within a multi-hazard context, and where practical, internal warning protocols and arrangements are common. Warning levels and features such as naming conventions, colour codes and timeframes for warnings differ for cyclone, flood and fire/hazmat warnings.

In Victoria, Public Information practitioners across agencies meet monthly to continually build and strengthen consistency in policy and practice.

The Bureau of Meteorology’s role in providing cyclone and flood warnings nationally also provides a foundation for developing consistent and nationally adopted agency Frameworks for these hazards. In Queensland the National Framework for Scaled Advice and Warnings to the Community (for bushfire) has been used as a reference Framework by some local governments as a guide to providing flood warnings.

Issues and Impacts

While good work has been ongoing in a number of jurisdictions, there are challenges to the effectiveness of warning frameworks.

Many practitioners acknowledge that various warning levels, types and terms may not be well understood by the public, particularly those who are likely to be exposed to multiple hazards.

Research exploring community comprehension and value placed in scaled warning levels for various hazards is limited however Skinner and Skinner remark that research has explored community understanding of the national fire danger rating system revealing that “few residents
understood the implications of all of the different fire danger levels for their safety except for the level ‘catastrophic’”. (2014, p6²)

Of specific concern is the fact that various agencies use any combination of numbers, colours, symbols and words to describe a warning level. For example, while the *National Framework for Scaled Advice and Warnings to the Community* (for bushfire) uses words (Advice, Watch and Act and Emergency Warnings), different naming conventions of ‘watch’ and ‘warning’ are used for flood by the Bureau of Meteorology.

For cyclone, many jurisdictions use colour for cyclone warning levels (e.g. blue, yellow and red levels), with practitioners noting that the public are also likely to assess their level of risk via the Bureau of Meteorology’s numerical cyclone rating system of ‘Category 1-5’³. Other terms such as ‘severe’ or ‘extreme’ and ‘warning’ are used in different contexts across hazards.

Discussion on various warning frameworks during this Review has invariably led to discussion on the definition of a warning. The *Australian Emergency Manuals Series: Manual 3: Australian Emergency Management Glossary*⁴ defines a warning as the ‘dissemination of a message signalling an imminent hazard, which may include advice on protective measures’. It should be noted however that this Manual was produced in 1998, and there is a need to review this definition in a modern context.

Related to this point, continued use of the word ‘hazard’ has raised discussion about the need for greater delineation between hazards and expected community consequences. This point was a feature of discussion at the Review’s national workshop.

While building consistency is desirable, the need for fit-for-hazard warnings is recognised. One of the challenges discussed on building consistency of warning arrangements across hazards has been ensuring that tailored warnings are not compromised – many caution a rigid one-size-fits-all approach as there are concerns about whether this is the most beneficial endeavour.

While the *National Framework for Scaled Advice and Warnings to the Community* (for bushfire) is well supported, discussion throughout the Review has highlighted constraints with its ‘point in time’ development and frustration that there is no clear document owner to approach to coordinate the next stage of development and evolution. Indeed, even sourcing the document is challenging due to this lack of clear ownership.

Experience over a number of seasons has allowed for reflection on the flexibility of this Framework to support different scenarios such as long-running events like SA’s Bangor fire, or peri-urban grassfires like Victoria’s Donnybrook fire. Other practical challenges exist, such as testing completed by Victoria which flagged that those with low-vision might have difficulty differentiating between the Frameworks’ three prescribed colours used for each level.

A broad range of practitioners have questioned the ‘watch and act’ warning level title within this Framework, concerned that the combination of the relatively passive ‘watch’ with the more active ‘act’ sends a mixed message to community members. Various suggestions for change have been offered, typically removing the word ‘watch’ from any naming. In Victoria for example, discussion on future options has considered a scaled multi-hazard naming convention of Alert > Warning > Emergency Warning.

Many have stressed however, that any change should be underpinned by compelling evidence of the benefit to communities, and take their views into account rather than the views of agency representatives alone. Research to date presents mixed analysis. “Several studies have found

---

² Referencing: Bushfire Cooperative Research Centre (BCRC) Fire Note 119, reporting on the 2013 NSW fires.
³ Known formally as the Australian Tropical Cyclone Intensity Scale
that the general public often lacks awareness of the different levels or definitions of warnings or what they mean (such as ‘emergency’, ‘watch and act’ and ‘advice’ used for bushfires), but simply want to know how immediate the threat is, and what they should do about it” (Literature Review5, p53). Research conducted into the 2013 Tasmanian Bushfires also found that ‘Bushfire Watch and Act’ messages confused and stressed residents about what to do next (Literature Review p53).

Overall, practitioner interviews and agency submissions have highlighted that various arrangements, including the National Framework for Scaled Advice and Warnings to the Community (for bushfire), do have limitations, and evolution is still occurring. No particular framework has been identified as the ‘best’ or most obviously suited to multi-hazard extension. In fact, a number of agencies have cautioned against the use of any particular framework as a basis for building a future emergency warnings framework.

Opportunities

As an essential precursor activity, in order to clarify between practitioner desire for harmonisation and community desire or expectations for same, exploration with diverse communities on their comprehension and preferences for current scaled warnings frameworks across different hazards would be valuable.

For example, there are subtle differences in how WA, NT and QLD emergency services communicate cyclone warnings, despite being provided with the same warnings from the Bureau of Meteorology. These jurisdictions feel that their communities understand local arrangements and are not motivated to make change just for the sake of harmonisation, unless research with communities suggests that this would be highly valued. Opportunities for greater service efficiency may also contribute to motivation for change.

Targeted campaigns to build understanding of different warning types or levels were raised by some practitioners as something which they would like to pursue in coming seasons. It is evident that community awareness and education campaigns about hazard and risk could benefit from improved harmonisation and a shared approach to communication.

It is also noted that multiple jurisdictions are making headway into building common frameworks for warnings. A more detailed comparison of various frameworks in use could be conducted, with jurisdictions sharing both advantages and current constraints or challenges. This work, as a first step, could inform development of a clear national statement on the current level of diversity in warning frameworks.

A number of practitioners have argued that initial focus should also be placed on building a common foundation to framework design and protocols such as use of colour, terminology, symbology, incident naming conventions, and data protocols.

At this Review’s national workshop of public information leaders and practitioners, many felt that building national consistency across jurisdictions for a hazard type (as is currently the case with bushfire for example), would also provide a pragmatic next step. For example, a national framework for flood would be valued.

In addition to the above approaches, the development of any new or improved frameworks should be informed or validated by broader input from relevant experts, ranging from risk communication specialists to operational and hazard expertise. A logical approach to activities is required and the above opportunities are integrated into an example roadmap at Figure 2 below.

---

5 Victorian Government, (2014), National Review of Warnings and Information: Literature Review, Ipsos – This is the Literature Review produced as part of the National Review of Warnings and Information. It will be consistently referenced throughout this report as ‘Literature Review’.
A roadmap for warning Frameworks in Australia

A roadmap towards establishing multi-hazard (or ‘multi-impact’) Frameworks for warnings should be produced, setting targets for completion of necessary research and analysis and development and adoption of commonly agreed elements.

Based on actions designed during the Review’s national workshop along with analysis to date, the following actions are suggested:

- Conduct research with communities to understand their comprehension and use of current warnings Frameworks across multiple hazard types;
- Agree on key definitions – What is a ‘warning’?
- Gather and review the various warnings Frameworks currently in place, identifying commonality and difference, strengths and weaknesses;
- Review and develop improved consistency of elements including (but not limited to) use of colour, symbology, terminology, categories, levels, language and data naming protocols;
- Agree on the level of harmonisation to be pursued, and determine milestones for achieving this change;
- Consider staged harmonisation of Frameworks for hazards other than bushfire (e.g. a single national framework for flood warnings), as a potential milestone;
- Re-test intended approach with communities (throughout as required); and
- Guide and support implementation of change across all states and territories.

Figure 2: A suggested approach to advancing warning frameworks for multiple hazards

Implementation activity arising from the Bureau of Meteorology’s Standardisation of Warning Services project may provide opportunities to further improve consistency of warnings across specific hazards. Future frameworks should also support the Standardisation of Bureau of Meteorology Hazards Services Taskforce recommendations on roles and responsibilities for warnings.

At a practical level, existing frameworks are typically difficult to locate and to authenticate as current frameworks in use. All warnings frameworks in use should be made readily available, preferably in a collated and regularly maintained location, and including custodian information.

While not specific to warnings, practitioners have highlighted the opportunity to create multi-hazard ‘general’ messaging across all hazards. For example, the use of ‘Prepare, Act, Survive’ does not need to belong to a single hazard.

Finally, there is a need to develop a contextual definition of ‘warnings’, as this issue invariably arises when discussing the future of warnings.

Good Practice

- Creation of the National Framework for Scaled Advice and Warnings to the Community (for bushfire) provides a strong illustration of coordinated national effort to produce a shared outcome. Further, its broad adoption since 2009 is well evidenced, ensuring that the Framework has moved ‘from paper to practice’.
- Extension and adaptation of the bushfire Framework to apply to other fire and hazmat events has been undertaken and documented by a number of agencies including SA’s MFS (See Appendix A).
Key Findings

4 Community understanding of the various warning frameworks in use across hazards is untested. As a result, agency desire for greater harmonisation of warnings frameworks across hazards lacks a strong evidence base for public value benefit, and fails to provide guidance on the direction future frameworks should take.

5 There are diverse views on the benefit of a single national multi-hazard framework for warnings. The sector lacks a nationally coordinated ‘roadmap’ for considering the opportunities and business case for harmonisation and as such any exploration of common frameworks has been ad hoc and localised.

6 The emergency management sector lacks an agreed definition on what a ‘warning’ is. While for some, a ‘warning’ focuses on providing information to the public about an expected hazard (such as a cyclone), others provide ‘warnings’ with a focus on outlining the impact of that hazard and risk to life and property.

7 Various warning frameworks exist across hazards and agencies but they are difficult to locate and authenticate as agreed current practice. While the National Framework for Scaled Advice and Warnings to the Community (for bushfire) is widely noted as a milestone achievement and precedent in national warnings Frameworks, it is difficult to source and lacks a clear current owner and custodian. (See Recommendation 2)

Recommendation 3
Pursue greater national consistency of warning frameworks across jurisdictions by leading a coordinated review of current frameworks, assessing the evidence base for change, and identifying opportunities for harmonisation. While this requires a longer term focus, in the short term, build national consistency within individual hazard areas.
The role of community education and preparedness

Practitioners and researchers agree that the success of warnings during an emergency is highly dependent upon prior efforts to build community preparedness and resilience. The concept of a ‘total warnings system’ draws an explicit connection between community preparedness and the provision of warnings during emergencies. The discipline of public information should always be considered in this broader community resilience and public safety context.

Strengths

“Significant literature emphasises that the success of warnings relies heavily on groundwork performed to foster community resilience and preparedness long before a threat occurs. Preparing the community to respond appropriately in an emergency can increase the likelihood that when the warning is issued, people receive it and know what it means and what they should do” (Literature Review, p60)

In alignment with research findings, the vast majority of practitioners interviewed for this Review highlighted their strong belief in the connection between community education and preparedness, and the potential effectiveness of warnings provided during an emergency.

In practice, some agencies ensure that community education campaigns include specific information on how to seek out and act upon information and warnings. Many agencies have noted the value of building relationships with community groups and leaders and see this as a direct investment in future warning scenarios.

Flood agencies have for some years been working to a ‘total warnings system’ concept, which acknowledges the role of preparedness and engagement with communities well prior to any emergency occurring, as part of an effective warnings system. (See for example, the Australian Emergency Manuals Series Manual 21: Flood Warning 6).

Issues and Impacts

Despite continued education and communication, the public have increasingly high expectations that they will receive timely, targeted and tailored ‘personal’ warnings. Agencies note that in their experience, many people still expect a knock at their door, or highly localised information on how they should respond.

Post-incident research has shown that people regularly report that they did not receive a warning, even though they were aware of an incident via multiple channels. Geoscience Australia research into the 2011 and 2013 QLD flood events highlights that in 2011, 54% of respondents said they did not receive a warning, however many went on to explain which channels they sourced warning information from (Geoscience Australia 2014 7). This illustrates challenges in expectations of what a ‘warning’ is, and what form it might take.

“Comrie notes that there will always be a segment of the community that have the unrealistic expectation that a warning will be delivered to them personally, without a need to take any information seeking action” (Literature Review, p59 citing Victorian Government (2011) 8).

Indeed, survey analysis by the National Review of Emergency Alert highlights that close to 1 in 3 people think that agencies should take full responsibility for protecting them from

---

7 Geoscience Australia (2014), Warning sources and their value to Brisbane and Ipswich households during the 2011 and 2013 floods, Professional Opinion 2014/02, Canterford, S., Juskevics, V.
8 Victorian Government (2011), Review of the 2010-11 Flood Warnings and Response, Comrie, N.
emergencies, and 50% of these people are not motivated to make changes to reduce their risk.\(^9\)

Skinner and Skinner highlight a research gap in community response to warnings noting that “much of the research to date has been undertaken in isolation from the other contexts that impact on communities in bush fire prone areas (e.g. social pressures, environmental considerations).” (2014 p v). Indeed, “Paton (2006) recommends that strategies designed to get people to take action in relation to a particular risk, such as bushfire, need to show why this particular risk is as worthy, or more worthy of people’s time and resources, than the many other risks and attractions that compete for their attention” (Skinner & Skinner p21, citing Paton). A number of practitioners during this Review have discussed the complexity of this issue and the challenge of ‘breakthrough’ for warnings.

One of the practical challenges for many agencies is sharing the local knowledge of community education and preparedness program teams with public information teams. The practice of capturing local knowledge in formats that can be quickly utilised during an incident was rarely highlighted by practitioners as part of their standard operation.

**Key Opportunities**

Future development of warnings frameworks across multiple hazards can be informed by the ‘Total Warnings System’ concept.

There is also opportunity for shared investment in design of expert risk communication which responds to research. Many agencies have discussed plans to further tailor their pre-season communication messaging to focus on warnings, and to provide greater detail on where to access information and what to expect. There is a sense that agencies want to move on from ‘you may not get a warning’ to more proactive statements about seeking out information and better illustration of the kind of information that warnings typically contain (and don’t contain).

Research and learning which extends beyond the immediate emergency management sector and looks more broadly at risk communication, traditional marketing and consumer (community) decision-making may also be valuable. The *National Review of Emergency Alert* has identified, for example, that households are more motivated and more likely to prepare an emergency safety plan soon after an event has threatened or impacted them. Consideration of this analysis in more detail and tailoring of post incident communication and programs to capitalise on this period of motivation could have a positive influence.

Given the importance of local knowledge to construct and disseminate warnings and information, there may also be opportunity to improve practices and systems to better capture relevant data. For example, if local teams capture information on key community networks and local leaders, this provides an immediate resource to public information teams during an incident, rather than reliance upon ad hoc processes when an incident is already underway.

**Good Practice**

- Encouraging or scheduling drills and exercises within communities appears to have good effect for at least some hazards. Emergency drills in earthquake-prone areas have been shown to increase the likelihood of informed and predictable response to warnings. (Literature Review, p61)

- In NSW, SA and Victoria the FloodSafe program raises awareness of flood risk to improve community resilience. An independent examination of the total flood warning system following the 20/11 Victorian floods found that “those in communities in the state’s north east who had participated in the program were more prepared and more responsive to warnings than those in the north west who had received little or no education about flood”. (Literature Review, p61)

---

Dedicating funds and resources to community education campaigns is a commonly cited challenge. Sharing of campaigns across jurisdictions is highlighted as good practice. QLD’s “If it's flooded forget it” campaign was shared with NSW, who were able to rebrand it with their own agency information and re-use this collateral.

**Key Findings**

| 8 | Practitioners and researchers agree that the success of warnings largely relies on efforts to build community resilience, awareness and preparedness prior to an emergency. There is merit in the ‘total warning system’ concept, already adopted by flood response agencies, being more formally considered across other hazards in the development of future warning frameworks. |
| 9 | Understanding how to design warnings which will effectively interrupt or breakthrough to individuals leading busy, complex lives is limited. Although some research on this area has explored the issue, others see this as a gap in sector knowledge which should be informing warning protocols. (See Recommendation 8) |
Trust, credibility and information validation

Research stresses the importance of community trust in information and warnings to motivate community response. In addition, it highlights that communities will seek to validate information before acting on it, regardless of the source or level of warning provided. The use of local information and recognition of local and personal networks are critical to effective warning provision, and public information policy makers can better integrate this knowledge into warnings practice.

Learning from research

The following short extracts from multiple literature scans focus on trust, credibility and validation of information.

“Trust is built over the long term, and pre-existing perceptions of the authorities will shape how warnings are perceived and acted upon. Indeed, Paton has argued that public faith in the source of information will have a greater bearing on how they react to the emergency than the content of the warning”.(Literature Review, p56\(^\text{10}\))

“To be effective, sources of information and influence need to be trusted by individuals and the community. This trust can be unwittingly eroded by seemingly minor acts or omissions, or may not exist at all if relationships have not been built.” (Skinner & Skinner, 2014 p9)

“It seems that lack of local knowledge in information and warning updates is a persistent cause of trust erosion, and [that there is a] need for individuals to validate and verify information with trusted sources before committing to safe action”. (Skinner & Skinner, 2014 p iv)

Trust can be eroded by “mispronunciation of place names, referring to a fire being ‘in town’ when it has only reached the outskirts of the council boundaries, or on a road that is 50 plus kilometres long. When this is combined with commercial radio phone-ins, the result is that faith in official announcements is eroded (Skinner & Skinner, 2014, p9).

“Community trust in the organisations issuing warnings has a significant impact on how likely they are to respond. As such, all forms of warnings should clearly identify the information source so that it is perceived as credible”.(Literature Review, p54)

“There is also some evidence to suggest that people trust who they know, and that warnings should therefore be issued by as local a source as possible”.(Literature Review, p56)

“Although agency knowledge is typically sought, communities often rely on local knowledge and experience to provide understanding, meaning and context to official advice.” (Literature Review, p45)

“The importance of an individual’s networks for validating and verifying information cannot be stressed enough” (Skinner & Skinner, 2014, p11)

“Studies have demonstrated that while certain channels are relied upon by the public for initial warnings, further information is often sought via other channels to corroborate the warning and provide more detailed information.” (Literature Review, p67). For example, “after hearing a warning about the 2007 tsunami, 59% of residents surveyed in Townsville and Cairns used the Bureau of Meteorology website to access further information.”(Literature Review, p45)

“Literature has shown that in cases where the warnings provided are contradictory or inadequate, the public may lose faith in the authorities and instead rely on rumour systems and unofficial media reports”.(Literature Review, p56)

“As researchers noted when interviewed, even when receiving official warnings, residents only act when this is confirmed through other sources.” (Skinner & Skinner 2014, p10)

---

**Strengths**

Emergency service personnel are generally highly trusted by communities\(^\text{11}\), providing a sound basis for the issue of information and warnings during incidents.

Both practitioners and subject matter experts generally concur with researchers on the value of local sources to improve trust and credibility of information. Many have highlighted the essential nature of trusted relationships and the value of engaging with local networks. They also note the importance of a recognisable face or voice, whether that be via radio interview or in a local community meeting. Of note, trust placed in an *individual representative* appears to be as important as trust in an agency’s general communication.

A multi-channel approach to providing information and warnings not only provides a consistent, credible foundation, it also assists people to validate information through trusted sources. This is an important strength and feature to Australia’s warning frameworks. Skinner & Skinner also note that this approach engenders trust (2014, p10).

Many agencies are aware that their presence on social media is not only an additional information channel, but also a source of authority and credibility in a space filled with ‘unofficial’ commentary and information. Both practitioners and subject matter experts such as Google Crisis Response representatives believe that crowd-sourced input and insight will continue to grow and that therefore, authoritative, credible content must also be available via these same channels.

Some note that agency provided mobile applications (apps) offer a channel with an inherent level of trust because the information provided within them clearly belongs to the agency providing the app.

In the Northern Territory, practitioners believe that one of the reasons communities respond very well to watches and warnings is that through their experience of relatively frequent cyclone and flood, a level of trust in the advice provided has been established. Maintaining this trust is therefore critical to continued safe behaviour.

**Issues and Impacts**

Should trust be lost, the consequences can be significant. Community safety can be compromised and agency performance can be questioned. “It has been observed that regardless of the operational response to an event and the outcomes of that event, a poor communications strategy will lead to a public perception that the emergency response was a failure” (Literature Review p59\(^\text{12}\)).

In addition, lesser known control agencies or departments responsible for some incident types are likely to have greater difficulty earning trust and credibility with communities as often they do not have a pre-existing presence or relationship with communities.

A number of agencies do not currently use social media to share information and warnings. This lack of presence reduces the options that community members have to access or validate information. It also results in unofficial entities or individuals posting and sharing warnings which cannot easily be validated or refuted by official sources. On social media channels, misinformation or dated advice is a risk which a number of agency representatives have raised.

---


The effort required to monitor these channels can be prohibitive for emergency services (See also Social Media).

The increasing presence of third-party private or non-profit organisations providing warnings also creates challenges. Many members of the public build an awareness and preference for these sources, with various ‘storm chaser’ teams providing one such example cited by Bureau of Meteorology representatives. Maintaining credibility and authority in the midst of alternative information options requires attention to and understanding of what communities are seeking out.

**Opportunities**

Frameworks, systems, training and education campaigns should work from a basis of understanding the importance of building and maintaining trust, providing credibility and recognising that people will validate information before acting upon it. Assumptions that people will immediately act because they have been warned should be eschewed.

If prior trust and recognition of an agency is important to how people will credit and respond to a warning, it follows that should a lesser known control agency or government department issue warnings, they should be supported by better known and highly credible authorities such as police, emergency services or the Bureau of Meteorology. If not already in place, more formal arrangements should be put in place to support control agencies for different hazards. Relevant research should also be shared with these organisations. At the very least, key agencies should help to promote lesser known agency advice and warnings.

The need for this to occur is well illustrated above, where 59% of people hearing about a tsunami, consulted the Bureau of Meteorology’s website, most likely unaware of the shared role of Geoscience Australia through the Joint Australian Tsunami Warning Centre (JATWC) (Literature Review, p4513).

Continued development of multi-channel approaches containing authorised and coordinated information and warnings will help to provide people with primary and secondary sources of information. Rapid validation which minimises confusion can be a clear goal. In this same vein, continued development of approaches to two-way conversation rather than just distribution of information will also improve opportunities to validate information.

The level of community trust in more recently established multi-hazard websites (VicEmergency, TAS Alert, and Alert SA for example) is unclear for some agencies. Testing of community awareness, trust and perception of these ‘neutral’ emergency service information websites would be valuable.

There is also an opportunity to connect with the wealth of research available on this subject and to better utilise it in the planning, design and issue of warnings and information. This Review’s Literature Review provides further information on some of the relevant, recent research.

---

Good Practice

- Research highlights that small details can have a big impact on the level of trust placed in a warning. The following examples of good practice have emerged from literature:
  - Every message should clearly state who has authored and issued a warning;
  - Agency and organisation logos should be included in information for immediate visual validation;
  - Accurate and obvious local knowledge within a message is important to provide credibility. For example, correct pronunciation of town and road names, and correct reference to local place names, road names as they are locally known, and local features is critical; and
  - Provision of detail such as ‘Dr Smith’ rather than ‘the officer’ will improve trust and credibility of advice.

- The ACT’s Emergency Services Agency provides a ‘single point of truth’ for community members via its single website for all warnings across multiple hazards. One of the mechanisms utilised to build trust in this channel is to provide regular incident information and updates on incidents throughout the year, even when incidents are small and pose no risk to communities. This not only sustains interest in monitoring information, but teaches readers that the site provides a comprehensive and ‘always on’ location for emergency information.

- At a recent coalmine fire incident in Victoria, the Chief Health Officer became a key spokesperson as air quality became a significant concern for the community. At community meetings and in media briefings, the Chief Health Officer was regularly accompanied by the heads of police and fire agencies. This uniformed ‘visual’ no doubt provided additional credibility to the relatively unknown public servant, for a community who were distrustful of official messaging.

Key Findings

10 There is a wide range of research now available on how people trust and validate warnings prior to taking action, however there is limited evidence of how this research has been adopted, or is specifically informing continuous improvement. (See Recommendation 8)

11 The importance of local networks and of issuing and sharing warnings through local sources is highlighted by a range of research. While a multi-channel approach provides important avenues for individuals to access and validate information, there is a need to increase focus on developing links into local community networks and leaders who can share warnings and act as a trusted local source during emergencies. These networks are critical to the effective dissemination and validation of warnings.

12 Research also provides evidence that warnings are most effective when they are provided by agencies and people who are recognised or known. Given that emergency services and the Bureau of Meteorology are typically well recognised by the general public, the sector is well placed to take a greater leadership role supporting lesser known control agencies.
Publishing systems and a multi-channel approach

A multi-channel approach to provision of information and warnings has been an aim of emergency services for some years now and is embodied in the nationally adopted *Emergency warnings guidelines and principles (2007)*. Agency capacity to utilise a diversity of channels is continuing to develop well, with many now focused on better tailoring and targeting of messages through this multi-channel approach.

**Strengths**

Overall, there is high awareness and confidence in the importance of a multi-channel strategy as outlined in the nationally agreed principles. Practitioners are readily able to discuss and illustrate the strengths of different channels noting that successful use of multiple channels requires a balance of consistency of messaging and flexibility to tailor messages to suit each channel (For example, providing detailed, short form, visual or audio messages).

Many agencies now have multi-channel publishing systems in place to support their multi-channel approach, such as CRIIMSON for SA CFS, One Source One Message (OSOM) in Victoria, or Single Point of Truth (SPOT) in ACT. The principle of ‘write it once’ which has previously been established is gaining traction and improving timeliness, consistency and efficiency of messages for agencies.

Where arrangements are in place for a multi-agency and collaborative approach to system design, smaller agencies are able to benefit from the systems which larger organisations have established.

Despite the diversity of systems in use, practitioners have generally highlighted a high degree of confidence in local systems, with the flexibility to tailor to local needs seen as a particular strength. Of note, none of the jurisdictions or agencies consulted during this Review have called for harmonisation of systems. Continued adoption of the CAP-AU Protocol (See inset) for constructing messages is increasing, and this is particularly important to ensure consistency in warnings regardless of publishing system, capability to provide cross-border warnings and ability to share and promulgate warnings and information.

---

**Common Alerting Protocol (CAP)**

The Common Alerting Protocol (CAP) is a standardised system that allows consistent and easy to understand emergency messages to be broadcast across a variety of communication systems. CAP can be used to alert and inform emergency response agencies, media and the general public. CAP ensures that messages remain consistent and clearly indicate to the recipient the severity of the threat and best response. The CAP Australian Profile (CAP-AU-STD) was nationally endorsed in 2012 and is freely available for download, along with supporting information and tools at [http://www.em.gov.au/CAP](http://www.em.gov.au/CAP).

**Figure 3**: A short explanation of the Common Alerting Protocol

Many jurisdictions have continued to expand and utilise a diverse set of channels. Agencies have been developing mobile device applications (apps), which are seen to offer highly tailored options for end users to request notification of incidents and warnings, and to provide a known ‘go to’ channel.

In further examples, loudspeakers installed for the Olympic Games throughout Sydney’s central business district can be used as an intrusive communication channel for emergency announcements. This system is tested regularly, and engages central businesses. This

---

14 See AFAC’s 2009 *Discussion Paper: A National Systems Approach to Community Warnings*
channel can be used for emergency and non-emergency scenarios and as a result offers broad public value. In Innisfail, large dynamic signage in the central business district can share warnings about pending cyclone or storm.

Literature clearly endorses a multi-media approach to issuing emergency warnings (Literature Review p67). Research notes that different mediums vary widely in their reach to different audiences (such as age and gender) and different channels work best for different types of events or warnings. For example, survey of community views during the National Review of Emergency Alert has highlighted that while the internet is the ‘most useful’ channel during bushfire (37%, over radio 23%), radio is preferred during storm or cyclone (42%). The internet and radio are both useful during flood events (25% and 28% respectively), and television plays an increased role during flood (18%)15.

Coupled with the use of Emergency Alert as a popular method to provide an intrusive alert, the need for continued reach across many different channels is clear.

Issues and Impacts

Publishing systems and technology platforms are not consistent between jurisdictions, or even agencies and hazards. It is evident that many agencies have had little opportunity to see and explore alternative publishing systems in use by other organisations, and this has been a contributor to the diversity of systems now in use.

This creates challenges to consistency and presentation of multi-agency, multi-hazard warnings for the public. Further, some smaller agencies are yet to benefit from more sophisticated publishing tools. This is particularly the case where multi-agency approaches to public information are not in place or where there is yet to be a truly collaborative approach to system design and development (rather than a ‘use our system as it stands’ offer).

There are challenges in preparing and disseminating warnings in cross-border incidents as systems can have limitations warning communities outside of their own jurisdictions. While there has been national support for the CAP-AU standard, most agencies are yet to develop CAP-AU compliant systems. This constrains opportunities to share warnings and information across multiple channels and systems, particularly where messages are re-used or re-posted by other agencies and parties.

Across the various channels, “community expectations of websites are particularly high. In many instances, the community has expected websites to provide ‘live’ information about an event, and been disappointed where this has not been the case.” (Literature Review p4616)

Despite advancements in the online space it must be recognised that many communities in high risk areas are by the very nature of their location left with poor (or no) internet access. This fact, along with high web traffic loads can mean that websites are not necessarily a viable information point during an emergency. It is therefore essential that multi-channel strategies continue to pursue face-to-face or analogue warnings wherever possible.

While television is another widely available channel, both researchers and practitioners highlight a major drawback in Australia in that programming is often provided by the eastern states. This means that it is difficult at times to provide timely and targeted warnings in the Northern Territory, South Australia, Tasmania and Western Australia. (Literature Review p37).

Further research has highlighted the value of television as a channel, particularly in longer duration events such as inland flood. The use of “scrolling updates [TV ‘crawlers’ or ‘ticker

Research notes that ABC radio is a particularly valued and credible source, however overdependence of radio to the exclusion of other channels has also been a past community criticism. Also of note, both researchers and practitioners have found that many commercial radio stations lack the same level of experience and legitimacy as the ABC, despite being a likely source of information in some communities (Literature Review, pp38-39).

While many agencies are now using social media, and several publishing systems in use have the ability to automatically create tweets and Facebook posts, agencies report mixed success to date, and challenges with automated production of content lacking the more personal and conversational style typical of these channels.

Some interviewees of this Review, including agency nominees and third party subject matter experts, have questioned the priority being applied to mobile device application (app) development. Provision of an app by agencies has limited value unless individuals can, and choose to, install and use that app, while other channels have more immediate accessibility to broad audiences in an emergency.

Still, some research suggests that apps can provide a more user friendly experience than websites for mobile device users with the Yellow Social Media Report finding that (for social media interactions) users strongly favoured access through an app over a website. (Sensis 2014) Some call for testing the business case for decision to prioritise investment in app development over improvement of existing websites and other channels.

Where app development does occur, ensuring that it operates across all operating platforms is important, with Microsoft Windows advocates highlighting an increasing mobile device market share and poor access to emergency service apps. In addition, standards for public safety app development developed by organisations such as the Association of Public-Safety Communications Officials (APCO International) might be considered.

One of the lesser discussed tools is the Standard Emergency Warning Signal (SEWS). Exploration of views on SEWS has revealed that a majority of practitioners believe that it still has a role to play, but a changed one. A number have reported that in practicality, SEWS is no longer in use, and has been superseded by more sophisticated scaled advice frameworks and practices. Some practitioners were not familiar with SEWS, or the arrangements in place to activate it. Modern use of SEWS needs to reflect the evolution of warnings provision, and multi-channel strategies now in use.

In recent years, due to both the frequency and volume of emergency messages being published, radio broadcasters have limited their use of SEWS even when requested by agencies to sound the alert. This is generally due to concern that audiences will tune out. In WA for example, the SEWS siren was repeatedly played over a 16 hour period for one emergency, as per protocol at the time, as a cyclone moved through a region. There appears to be agreement of both agencies and media that SEWS should be used only at the highest level of warning, for an imminent emergency, and with improved arrangements for how to manage repeated sounding of the alert.

17 Referencing: Country Fire Authority (2009) A qualitative research report on CFA warnings, Sweeney Research
18 Kantar WorldPanel analysis notes that at Sept 2014, 6.2% of Australians are using Windows devices http://www.kantarworldpanel.com/global/smartphone-os-market-share/
Opportunities

It is evident that many agencies have had little opportunity to see and explore alternative publishing systems in use by other organisations. Providing a forum to support this exploration and to share innovation or lessons learned in system design, functional features and operation would provide value. Further, the continued development of systems in coming years should also look to improve integration with and utilisation of situational awareness (‘intel’) systems and services.

Agencies yet to be supported by a warnings and information publishing system should be given every opportunity to utilise existing systems rather than further expand the already diverse range of systems with new development or procurement. While intra-state support here is logical, inter-state support would also offer value.

Focus on achieving CAP-AU compliance should be increased. In order to assert CAP compliant warnings as a ‘must’ have, rather than a ‘nice to have’, it may be worth asking agencies to self-nominate a target date for their compliance and to share this goal with peers. Of note, the Bureau of Meteorology is currently working towards a CAP-AU compliant system for its warnings. As one of the most widespread and re-published warnings providers, this advance will be of benefit to many agencies and broadcasters (See Figure 4 below).

Exploration of lesser known channels such as Sydney and Innisfail’s inner-urban warning infrastructure may well be of value to other agencies supporting urban centres.

A review on contemporary and integrated use of SEWS within a multi-channel environment should be conducted. Once revised protocols are in place, re-education should also occur. Of note, ABC radio has developed an additional unique short tone which it plays prior to broadcasting official emergency information. While quite distinct from the SEWS alert, the value of this protocol and use of a short sound might inform a review of SEWS protocols, providing insight into use of different sounds to alert listeners to different alert levels.

Finally, agencies and organisations who do not currently provide ‘mobile device friendly’ warnings on their websites should attend to this as a priority.

Good Practice

- Sharing or building upon inter-agency development is to be commended. The NSW RFS ‘Fires Near Me’ app has now been adopted by the ACT and TAS. Similarly, the websites Alert SA and TAS Alert have built upon earlier development of a multi-hazard website in QLD.

- Some jurisdictions have made good headway supporting the provision of cross-border warnings, with SA’s CFS and Victoria providing one such example. Their respective systems (CRIIMSON and OSOM) are capable of automatically issuing warnings to communities interstate and standing protocols are in place to do so. Between Vic and NSW borders, a process also exists but includes additional steps as warnings must be exchanged via email for re-publishing.

- A number of agency publishing systems originally designed for bushfire information and warnings have since been extended for use in other hazards and by other agencies. Agencies have highlighted that good practice allows for genuine adaptation and extension of these systems, rather than expectation on agencies to adapt their warnings and protocols to suit a bushfire context.

- In SA, the CFS has maintained its use of SEWS with a modified approach which the ABC has highlighted as preferred practice. In SA, the SEWS signal can be played on request for a short period (5 seconds) prior to specific warnings. The request process is simple, and
included in the warning header. This arrangement is seen as good practice; it amalgamates SEWS with existing warning protocols, avoids separate and lengthy approval processes, removes use of a separate form for warning information, and reduces the suggested play length of 15 seconds.

- Victoria’s One Source, One Message system is not only capable of publishing information and warnings to multiple channels, but now incorporates built-in functions to sound community sirens and open community fire refuges (where available).

- Research has found that given the exponential rise in use of mobile smart devices “it is crucial that emergency organisations have accessible mobile friendly sites” (Literature Review p46). A review of a diverse range of agency websites via mobile device highlights progress in this area by many, including NSW RFS, NSW Police, NSW SES, WA DFES, SA CFS, SA Police, VicEmergency, Vic CFA, and VIC SES. Many others are yet to modify their websites to properly accommodate mobile device viewing.

- Utilising channels to respond to different scenarios is highlighted in Victoria’s response to a protracted hazmat incident in the regional town of Portland. Due to advice to stay indoors, community meetings were held in an ‘on air’ format with the local radio station. Questions were received via both talkback and social media.

### Key Findings

13. Multi-channel publishing systems which support the production of timely, tailored and relevant warnings are growing in use. Smaller agencies are less likely to be benefiting from these kinds of tools unless intra-state or interstate offers to share or utilise existing systems are provided.

14. The role of the Standard Emergency Warning Signal (SEWS) within the contemporary warnings environment can be better integrated within a modern warnings environment to maximise its value.

15. The increasing use of mobile smart devices requires that agencies provide information and warnings in suitable formats. Whether this is through mobile apps or mobile friendly websites (or both), it is important that content is easily accessible, good practice development standards are followed and that consideration be made to support all operating systems.

16. While the use of online and digital channels continues to mature, traditional channels including radio, print media, television and face-to-face meetings also provide critical information services, particularly for remote communities, those with limited mobile and internet connectivity and those in long-running events. It is essential that warning protocols consider both the incident and affected communities to tailor diverse use of available channels.
Figure 4: The Bureau of Meteorology has developed a draft warning structure in a CAP-AU compliant message format. Source: Bureau of Meteorology Draft Warnings Structure Specification
Tailoring messages, intuitive language and consistent terminology

Understanding of good practice message design and use of appropriate language has continued to grow in recent years, however more can be done to improve and embed the use of intuitive language and well-tailored content. Importantly, the widespread use of templates to improve timeliness and consistency requires a corresponding commitment to tailoring of individual warnings.

Strengths

There has been a continued aim over recent years to design information and warnings with intuitive ‘plain English’ language, removal of emergency service jargon and complexity. This pursuit has been supported by a wide range of research, post-incident evaluation and reviews on what communities understand, and how they respond to different messages and warnings.

The broad utilisation of templates by emergency service organisations to construct warnings assists in avoiding jargon and overly-technical information, and in prioritising the order of content. Templates are also seen to assist in providing timely and consistently formatted warnings. Many agencies report that templates continue to be refined based on post-season or post-incident reviews.

The adoption of the National Framework for Scaled Advice and Warnings to the Community (for bushfire) has helped to improve consistency of language for fire warnings. For example, in NSW the Rural Fire Service no longer refers to numerical alert levels and instead uses titles and language reflective of the level of warning (e.g. a ‘level 3’ ‘warning has been replaced with an ‘emergency warning’).

In Victoria and Western Australia, reviews and consultation with communities have been undertaken, highlighting community desire for detailed, clear action rather than vague or generalist statements. Western Australia has also tested different message formats directly with communities in order to refine their templates. (Literature Review pp52-53)

Agencies are also increasingly aware of the need to tailor language and content for different channels. Many are focused on improving processes and systems in order to tailor information for online publishing, radio broadcast, television crawlers, or social media (for example).

In Tasmania and Victoria for example, recent changes have been made to arrangements for radio broadcasters to better tailor their communication of information and warnings, particularly on high activity days where multiple updates are provided. In both states, general information included in the latter half of a message is no longer required to be read out for every message, and broadcasters can use their discretion as to when this is needed.

Issues and Impacts

Despite the focus on improving ‘easy to understand’ messages, criticism remains from communities and independent reviews on the clarity or suitability of advice and warnings. While many agencies have made good progress, this work remains challenging.

In his expert report to the 2014 Victorian Hazelwood Mine Fire Inquiry evaluating communication by a number of government departments and agencies during the incident, Lachlan Drummond noted that “failure to adequately ‘speak the

‘Failure to adequately ‘speak the language’ and use the channels of the community will lead to poor, piecemeal and ultimately deficient communications’
language’ and use the channels of the community will lead to poor, piecemeal and ultimately deficient communications” (Victorian Government 2014, p389, citing Drummond, L expert witness submission p34).

General or vague messages, rather than providing intended broad advice, can instead cause confusion. “A review of enquiries to the Victorian Bushfire Information Line found that a considerable proportion of calls involved customers questioning the use of the phrase ‘If you live in a bushfire prone area’, asking what this meant and if it applied to them”. (Literature Review p53)

Skinner and Skinner note that “diverse researchers highlight issues that reflect the need for tailoring of information and programs.” (2014, p13). Increasing use of templates by agencies can discourage or inhibit an operator’s ability to tailor messages for differing scenarios or communities. Conversely, taking time to tailor each message can delay its release or add complexity and risk.

The pursuit of a ‘perfect’ message is forever challenging. Skinner and Skinner highlight a body of research, asserting that “one message for all is not going to engage even the majority.” (p13), and Anderson (2012) notes that “a 100% perfect warning (if such a thing exists) after the threat has passed is useless” (Literature Review p55 citing Anderson)

There remains a high degree of disparity across jurisdictions and agencies in how messages for different areas and hazards are designed and presented, and in how terminology is used. Slight differences between an ‘alert’ versus ‘advice’ or between a ‘warning’ and a ‘severe warning’ are likely to be confusing for the public.

The Bureau of Meteorology highlights their role in providing warnings about a hazard, rather than a focus on the impact of that hazard. While there is intention to move further towards an impacts-based approach through collaboration with relevant agencies, at present their warnings differ to those typically provided by emergency services in that they provide more detailed and sometimes scientific and technical information.

The Bureau notes that this can lead to agencies and other groups editing their official information in order to provide shortened or simplified advice. Whereas agencies and third parties (including the media) are keen to impart the information in what they feel is an ‘easier to read’ format, the Bureau’s concern is that this changes the meaning of the message and might confuse the public.

Opportunities

Skinner and Skinner (2014) highlight the emergency management sector’s focus on risk and risk perception in communication, and the opportunity to learn from broader research and expertise in this area. They note that without the right emphasis or design, information may not be achieving the desired effect.

A range of recent and relevant research exists in the area of tailoring effective communication during emergencies. It would appear that many practitioners are ‘aware’ of research but few have the time available to dedicate to consuming and applying the findings. Continued effort to summarise, present and ‘make ready’ research for agencies to utilise would be valuable. On a practical note, all agencies can review their templates to respond to research findings,

---

20 Referencing: CFA (2010), Review of enquiries based on warnings and the OSOM Incident Summary page.
minimising vague information, removing safety ‘slogans’ and ensuring that a clear call to action is provided.

The Australian Government document *Emergency Warnings: Choosing your words* (2008) was established following a review of available literature and further consultation. It is designed to support agencies with guidelines for the construction of warnings (See inset below). Last updated six years ago, there is opportunity to review the content, ongoing sponsorship and ownership of the document, and re-promote this resource to public information practitioners, many of whom may be unfamiliar with it given the rate of growth and change across public information teams. Recent research findings should also be incorporated, and advice on tailoring warnings for channels which have emerged or matured since 2008 is necessary.

***Emergency Warnings: Choosing your words***

The Australian Government document *Emergency Warnings: Choosing Your Words* provides advice on how to word emergency warning messages. It emphasises that warnings should:

- Take into account varying levels of knowledge and understanding of and experience with the hazard
- Suggest the sensible action to take, rather than issue an ‘order’
- Provide a means for the community to confirm the warning
- Ensure consistency within and between messages from different sources
- Be accurate and specific
- Reference previous similar emergencies to create an understanding of the scale of the event
- Use clear, simple language

*Commonwealth of Australia (2008), Emergency Warnings: Choosing your words*

**Figure 5: An extract from Choosing Your Words, a Commonwealth Government guideline on constructing warning message**

Findings and recommendations of the Bureau of Meteorology’s *Standardisation of Warning Services* project might provide further insight into future development of good practice weather warnings. There may also be value in commissioning community-focused research or evaluation into community understanding of official and ‘unofficial’ (edited) weather warnings, and preferred information formats.

The ABC has also expressed interest in increasing their involvement in the design of effective messaging. Their knowledge of creating engaging public information, and accurately or clearly conveying a range of detail could be well utilised.

**Good Practice**

- Consultation with communities has shown that clear, achievable call to action messages are preferred by communities, rather than vague or generalist statements. (See Literature Review pp51-53, and *National Review of Emergency Alert* (2014)).

- Multiple agencies have commissioned research and evaluation to improve the construction and language of their warnings, including CFA in Victoria, DFES in Western Australia, CFS in South Australia and TFS in Tasmania.
Key Findings

17 The critical importance of tailoring warnings has continued to feature in research, post-incident reviews and inquiries. While the use of templates to support the construction of information and warnings is now common practice, it is important that training programs and local procedures stress the need for each warning to be tailored for the situation and community it is provided for.

18 Both formal research and agency consultation with communities has found that a clear call to action, rather than vague or generalist statements about safety, is preferred. The need to better tailor warnings, minimise vague information within templates, and to remove ‘slogans’ about community safety within warnings is highlighted.

19 While post-incident reviews and research have led to the minimisation of jargon or technical information within emergency service warnings, the Bureau of Meteorology’s warnings continue to retain a greater degree of detail. If not already undertaken, targeted community-based evaluation of weather warning content and formats would provide an evidence basis for this differentiation.

20 The *Emergency Warnings: Choosing Your Words* (2008) guideline provides a researched and collated view on how to construct and tailor warnings and information, however practitioner knowledge and use of this document appears to be limited, and the best use of language for more recently developed digital channels is not incorporated. (See Recommendation 2)
The importance of targeted warnings and avoiding ‘warning fatigue’

Many agencies and practitioners are building real-life experience on the value of well targeted warnings, and the effects of poorly targeted warnings, including warning fatigue. Recently completed research provides insight into factors that contribute to warning fatigue and actions which can mitigate the effects of this phenomenon.

Strengths

Practitioners feel confident that the increased application of a scaled approach to warnings across hazards provides a framework for better targeting warnings. Surveying of community views by the National Review of Emergency Alert found that 72% of people who have experienced an emergency event believe that ‘about the right amount of information’ was provided (2014).

It is also apparent that emergency service experience with provision of information, advice and warnings during protracted incidents is growing, and as a result, agencies are building confidence in what works (and doesn’t) in these scenarios. A range of research has been conducted into how to better target warnings, and on the potential of a ‘cry-wolf’ effect or warning fatigue.

Warning Fatigue

Brenda Mackie’s recently completed PhD thesis on warning fatigue for the Bushfire Cooperative Research Centre argues that the phenomenon of warning fatigue can and does occur when the following factors combine:

- A high frequency of warnings over a prolonged period, issued far in advance of the threat;
- Multiple recent false alarms for similar threats;
- Community distrust of the message source; and
- A feeling of helplessness to mitigate the threat.

Importantly, Mackie argues that these warnings can come from both official and unofficial sources and her research found that the public does not generally distinguish between the two.

She suggests that emergency services should rethink the way they provide warnings for hazards that involve a prolonged lead-time, including, but not limited to:

- Understanding the relationship between agencies and impacted communities as this will have an effect on the credibility of warnings during a prolonged event;
- If a threat fails to eventuate as advised or warned, provision of an explanation is imperative, once again to maintain credibility and encourage attention to any future incident warnings rather than dismissive reaction;
- Careful consideration of the content of warnings in prolonged events, removing unnecessary information or advice if the threat is not near;
- Noting that it is just as valuable to tell the public what is not known about a threat, as what is known; and
- Appreciating that a sense of helplessness contributes to feelings of warning fatigue. Providing proactive, achievable advice can mitigate this effect.


Figure 6: A snapshot of Brenda Mackie’s recently released research on the phenomenon of ‘warning fatigue’
Issues and Impacts

Broad warnings across large geographic areas are known to be a contributor to warning fatigue. For those who are not in the immediate path of the hazard, these warnings can cause confusion or unnecessary panic, and quickly erode the credibility of authorities. Conversely, a blanket warning may not contain sufficient information or adequate notice for people located directly in the path of a hazard.

Many jurisdictions have raised concerns over the potential ‘cry-wolf’ effect during large or prolonged events that require sustained warnings over broad geographic areas. Notably, the nature of the event often drives this situation where agencies cannot be certain of the risk or expected time to impact and have little choice but to issue regular warnings.

However, some practitioners question the notion of ‘warning fatigue’ and feel that the key contributor might be more accurately described as weariness from the threat itself and a sustained sense of helplessness. Regardless, maintaining the attention of individuals when it is most pertinent to their safety remains a Public Information Officer’s challenge.

In some instances, practitioners have noted that current warning protocols are not well suited to prolonged events, and can result in too many warnings being repeatedly issued for a long running incident. Some agencies have sought to address this issue with guidelines to support adaptation, while others feel constrained by policy or ‘locked in’ by technology in these scenarios. Warning protocols, systems and training should empower Incident Controllers to determine the ideal frequency of updates.

For some agencies, current warning systems lack the required sophistication to more clearly target different warnings to different areas in the vicinity of a running incident. For example, in a large incident, some communities may indeed require a warning to take action, while others on the periphery require general advice and information only. Sharing of advice or good practice on how to best develop and provide multiple scaled warnings within a single incident would be well received.

When multiple incidents are running simultaneously, multiple messages and warnings can make targeting communities even more complex. Media practitioners have reported that clear understanding on the priority of warnings, along with improved briefing on the overall situational context would be valued. As it stands, the media (particularly radio broadcasters spanning multiple incidents) are often left to work through the information and build a regional or state view themselves.

Targeting of warnings is particularly challenging in peri-urban areas as relevant media channels may be less effective due to their (typically) more urban focus and broad broadcast reach. In these scenarios, emergency services sometimes need to rely on small community broadcasters for targeted messages to peri-urban communities, and on community knowledge that these alternative communication channels exist.

Opportunities

Research on the prevalence of warning fatigue has recently been released. The findings of this research and recommendations for mitigating this phenomenon are yet to be considered, tested and applied by agencies and there is clearly more to learn here.

Some agencies have begun to explore how current frameworks for scaled advice and warnings might be better adapted to support prolonged incidents. Future development of scaled advice frameworks should take into account lessons learned and the need for suitably targeted warnings. The dynamic and diverse nature of different hazards should also be considered, as time between updates should reflect both the nature of the incident and the communities impacted.
Future development of technology, particularly noting opportunities for spatial and visual display of warnings, should consider how multiple warnings for different areas of a large incident could be better targeted and delivered to communities.

**Good Practice**

- The ABC works with many emergency services to build a proactive partnership approach to better understanding and prioritising the provision of information and warnings. This approach enables the broadcaster to understand the agency’s priority messages and the agency to understand where listener or viewer concern is highest. A feature of this approach requires ‘real time’ interaction between the agency and broadcaster during incidents and high activity days.

- In SA, protocols within the CRIIMSON publishing system for updating messages have been adjusted to provide the public information officer with greater autonomy on how often a warning should be re-issued.

- In Victoria, fire services have looked to experiences during flood to inform practice change. This year they will be trialling VicSES’s ‘community updates’ template during long running incidents, removing the need for ‘warnings’ unless there is a direct threat while retaining regular updates.

- A number of agencies now display more significant warnings in ‘priority’ format at the top of lists or pages – this is particularly helpful during active days or large events with a high volume of information and warnings.

- As an example of targeted warnings within a single event, the Bureau of Meteorology’s flood warnings distinguish minor and major flood areas within the same basin.

**Key Findings**

21. As experience and capability to provide warnings is maturing, many agencies are now looking at how best to provide multiple warnings within a single incident, providing more targeted advice to specific areas and communities. Agencies would benefit from sharing current solutions and good practice.

22. In long running incidents, a number of practitioners have experienced scenarios in which formal warning protocols and/or publishing system constraints result in too many warnings being repeatedly issued with little or no change. Any arrangements which provide a lack of flexibility for decision makers to target warnings based on each incident and scenario require attention.

23. Research on the prevalence of warning fatigue has recently been released. The findings of this research and recommendations for mitigating this phenomenon are yet to be considered, tested and applied by agencies and there is clearly more to learn here. (See Recommendation 8)
Reaching diverse and at-risk groups

Challenges in reaching vulnerable or at-risk groups during emergencies are widely recognised by both practitioners and researchers. Those deemed ‘at risk’ can very much depend on circumstances and the risk at hand, but often include the elderly, ill, disabled, culturally and linguistically diverse communities, children and young people. Good practice highlights that agencies should establish community profiles prior to any emergency and develop relationships with community leaders to assist in the dissemination of warnings.

Strengths

A review of emergency service policies and procedures has found that they "generally acknowledge the need to communicate in different ways with different audiences in the community, and the unique needs of vulnerable communities, those who come from a non-English speaking background and those with a disability". (Literature Review, p62)

Many agencies have discussed the importance of connecting with multicultural communities through the development of relationships with community leaders, prior to any emergency. This building of interpersonal networks enables warnings to be disseminated by local and trusted leaders in the event of an emergency.

Literature supports this focus, with one study finding that "non-English speaking background communities are particularly dependent on having messages delivered by a person of trust, specifically community leaders and established social networks, raising an opportunity for emergency service organisations to use networks highlighted by multilingual organisations to distribute messaging". (Literature Review, p63)

Although not explored in detail within this Review, some practitioners have highlighted approaches to tailoring connection with remote and indigenous communities during an emergency. They note that while ‘traditional’ warnings such as web or radio are less likely to be effective, a face-to-face approach with trusted leaders is highly effective, particularly when combined with indigenous knowledge of the impact of natural hazards, and practical support to evacuate an area.

A multi-channel warnings approach, by its nature, helps to connect with more diverse audiences, and all agencies have established this approach as a foundation.

A number of emergency services have established relationships with community radio stations with multilingual programing, and CFA (Vic) commissioned research has illustrated that this reflects community and stakeholder preferences for availability of information via radio. (Literature Review, p63).

Issues and Impacts

Most organisations agree that more needs to be done to provide warnings to diverse communities and at-risk groups and "much of the literature suggests that emergency services still have a considerable way to go in communicating as effectively as possible in different languages and formats." (Literature Review, p62)

Identifying those who are or might be ‘at-risk’ is, in itself, a challenge for many. Some evidence exists of agencies building this profiling into their preparedness and risk assessment work, so that it can inform public information teams during an incident. Building understanding of at-risk groups and developing suitable public information strategies during an incident is particularly challenging.
Many agencies lament the constraints they face dedicating resources to tackle this area of public information, noting limitations to invest time in developing relationships and programs for small communities relative to the broader population. Others are tackling this issue by closely connecting their day-to-day community engagement teams with public information teams.

Despite a range of research finding that gender affects decision-making and behaviour, Skinner and Skinner highlight that “the majority of agency respondents were unaware that gender was an issue” (2014, p8). They go on to highlight that many still feel that this is irrelevant. Tailoring warnings to better connect with both men and women is a challenging proposition requiring further consideration.

**Opportunities**

Many agencies have affirmed that progression of solutions via a sector wide or national approach would be valuable, as individually most agencies struggle to invest in this area, but collectively it may be more achievable. Many simply don’t know how to respond to these complex challenges at an individual agency level. Previous reviews have also argued for national or state level guidance on communicating with vulnerable people during emergencies (Literature Review, p62). Shared work might include for example, development of guidelines, technology or partnerships with relevant organisations.

Literature highlights the value of relationships with local leaders to assist with the credible and practical dissemination of warnings (Literature Review, p63). If not already undertaken, agencies should pre-identify ‘known’ diverse or at-risk communities and consult with these communities to obtain specific advice on how to communicate effectively with them.

Connection with communities might not only span local community leaders, but extend to targeted connection with local governments and local community service organisations who are often more immediately connected to small community groups and aware of community diversity and specific needs. Connection prior to any emergency offers the greatest value.

Development of improved visual and spatial warnings would immediately assist sharing of information with diverse communities, including those with low-literacy or non-English speaking community members.

Research highlights that younger people are less likely to engage with traditional channels such as broadcast radio or television. As such, improvement of how agencies utilise and warn through smart devices and on social media is likely to better connect with this group.

The Australian Government’s, *Choosing your words* (2008) includes principles, practical advice and examples of warnings tailored to culturally diverse communities or communities with low literacy. (See p27 for example). As outlined earlier, there may be merit in refreshing promotion of this document.

*Guidelines for emergency management in culturally and linguistically diverse communities* (2007) are part of the Australian emergency manual series. These Guidelines focus on engaging with diverse communities to educate and prepare them for emergencies and do not span communication during emergencies. There may be potential to develop national guidelines on provision of warnings within this manual (rather than create another separate document).

Some practitioners have noted that while establishing working partnerships with community radio to support dissemination of warnings in multiple languages is valuable, many of these organisations are very small and have limited resources. One opportunity to improve connection with such groups includes a coordinated, multi-agency approach to discuss the importance of public information and dissemination practice. Multiple approaches by individual agencies may create unnecessary confusion.
Ensuring that warnings are effective for tourists and visitors to a location remains an area for improvement. "The national Best Practice Guide for Warning Originators emphasises that authorities should use language which will “adequately communicate action required, especially by someone unfamiliar with local arrangements” (Australian Government, 2013, p8). Earlier discussion around the importance of local knowledge to inform warnings, should extend to local knowledge on popular tourist areas and well known markers.

**Good Practice**

- Some organisations have community profiling tools in place to support emergency management planning and response activity. In Victoria, the Department of Human Services and Department of Health are piloting a community profiling template designed specifically for emergency scenarios, which assists practitioners to consider and better plan their incident communication and response. It can be used prior to or (if required) during an emergency.

- Several jurisdictions, including the Northern Territory for example, require all warnings issued online to be published in accessible formats consistent with broader Web Content Accessibility Guidelines to avoid discrimination based on disability. (Literature Review p6522). Federal government accessibility requirements and the adoption of Government 2.0 (Gov 2.0) also call for accessible, open communication.

- In Victoria, the One Source One Message (OSOM) system has recently been enhanced to provide automated translation and delivery of warnings and advice in five different languages (Modern Chinese, Greek, Italian, Arabic and Vietnamese) at the same time as English messages are published. While OSOM is has built-in capability to publish messages in forty languages, CFA and the Metropolitan Fire Brigade (MFB) engaged with the Victorian Multicultural Commission to ensure that automated translation retained the correct intent and interpretation of information and warnings, which is critical. Multi-lingual messages are distributed to SBS radio and relevant community radio stations, however distribution focus has been on connecting with people of trust within communities.

- Building upon an innovation introduced by the (then) Premier Bligh in QLD during the 2010/11 floods, many agencies are now employing Auslan interpreters to provide warnings to members to the deaf community. They can be seen alongside speakers during live media conferences or community briefings.

- During the 2010/11 floods in Victoria, some community meetings were recorded, broadcast on radio and made available online for those unable to attend. While this action assisted a number of people, it was particularly helpful for those with poor mobility or with limited capability to travel.

- The Australian Communication Exchange (ACE) and Conexu Foundation are not-for-profit organisations providing services for the deaf, hearing and speech impaired communities. They have developed a mobile application which can convert audio based public announcements to text based alerts on a user’s smart device, based on their preferences. Information such as airline departure gate changes, train cancellations, and warnings can be provided. Victoria has recently established an automated feed of warnings to this app and other agencies are encouraged to include their information.

---

Key Findings

24 Emergency services acknowledge that they still have a considerable way to go to communicate effectively with diverse and at-risk communities, however many agencies have found progress to be challenging. There are opportunities to drive action at a national level, building a collective capacity which all agencies can benefit from.

25 One of the greatest challenges with reaching diverse and at-risk groups is identifying and understanding where these groups are, and how they might best be approached and influenced to behave safely if in danger. Agencies working to better profile these communities, and to establish relationships with relevant community leaders and agencies supporting those at-risk are to be commended.

26 A multi-channel warnings approach helps agencies connect with more diverse audiences however continued development of warnings which include visual and spatial information is necessary as this style of information can directly support people with low literacy or a non-English speaking background. (See Recommendation 4)
Emerging technology and the next frontier

Significant progress has been made by a number of agencies in recent years to provide information and warnings using a range of technologies. Increasing community expectations require continued focus on innovating and developing solutions, particularly in the area of spatial, geo-located and visual information.

The next frontier for warnings will see a transition from purely text-based warnings to more dynamic and visual content. National collaboration and shared investment is needed in this area to create economies of scale, collectively partner with and influence technology providers and to develop common standards.

Strengths

Agencies have been proactively adopting and developing technology in order to provide warnings for some years now, and there is momentum to continue to improve. This momentum should not be lost as expectations for improvement continue to grow. The Review’s workshop highlighted investment in improving warnings systems and technology as a priority area for action.

As a practical example of ongoing transformation, a number of agencies now host their warning services in the cloud, reducing the risk of websites and services failing during an emergency, and providing a responsive solution to management of short term but sudden and extreme peaks in website traffic.

Investment in understanding and utilising digital and social media is also significant and is outlined in a dedicated discussion on use of social media below.

Issues and Impacts

Agencies are confronting increasing expectations from the public for ‘real time’ and detailed information about emergencies. Their exposure to innovative services in other sectors and understanding of what technology is capable of drives a view that ‘more can surely be done’.

These expectations are particularly noted around a call for spatial and visual information to accompany warnings. As one community member has explained, “They must know where the actual fire is. Why don’t they show us a map with more than a ‘pin point’ on it?” (National Review of Emergency Alert, 2014)

At the Review’s workshop, participants noted that as across the sector current warnings are largely text-based, there is increasing likelihood that some community members will not understand the warning due to lack of additional visual cues. They argue for development of consistent visual protocols for warnings and a focus on increased visual information.

The diversity of spatial information or geographic information systems across agencies is seen by some to be an inhibitor to consistent solution design. In addition, there is concern or uncertainty over how to translate spatial products typically used by trained operational personnel to products suitable for public consumption.

Technical capability and investment in improvement appears to be at least in part one of the reasons that only a handful of Australian emergency service organisations are sharing information with third parties such as Google Crisis Response.

23 ‘Cloud’ hosting services host websites on virtual servers which pull their computing resource from extensive underlying networks of physical web servers. Cloud hosting can enable rapid expansion of capacity when required, without significant agency investment in IT infrastructure.
Opportunities

Many practitioners highlight opportunities to improve the use of visual and spatial information. They recommend continued work to build consistency and inter-operability, including potential partnership or support from specialist spatial information groups. In addition to spatial representation, there is also opportunity to consider inclusion of geo-location data as standard in all text based warnings, perhaps even modifying CAP-AU to require this. This addition would enable individuals to use their own local applications to display warnings visually on a map.

Further research on the benefits of how people receive, understand and respond to additional visual and spatial information within a warning might provide incentive to invest in advancing warnings in this form. It would also be valuable to understand how spatial and visual information supports those with low-literacy or a non-English speaking background to receive and understand warnings. Learning from public domain services already provided in spatial and visual form also provides a sound opportunity.

In addition, the ongoing development of spatial services for operational use, including predictive services, should naturally lead to improved information for communities too. In short, waiting for the ‘perfect’ system or assuming that community members won’t understand spatial information only delays the inevitable effort required.

Given their communication expertise, partnerships with media organisations could provide opportunities to co-design multi-media online warnings including audio, visual and spatial information. In interview, ABC noted their work to develop suitable maps for use on their own websites which are simplified and easy to access for the community, along with their willingness to work with agencies to collaborate on further development in this area.

The majority of imagery and vision of emergencies is generally provided to the public via media. When we understand that trust and credibility of information is essential to motivating safe behaviour, it seems important that emergency services endeavour to provide informative imagery with appropriate warnings. In Victoria, cameras providing real-time imagery are now being mounted to firefighting aircraft. In Hobart, powerful cameras are mounted in some national park areas including the Mt Wellington area overlooking Hobart itself. There are opportunities for agencies to consider how imagery can be gathered and shared with the public.

Continually emerging technologies expand opportunities to innovate in the emergency management warnings environment.

Wearable devices (smart watches) will alert a wearer to an incoming message on their smart phone, even if they are outside preparing their home and property; the increasing availability of drones is likely to see opportunities for more detailed and cost effective survey of local areas (for example in a flood scenario). New satellite technology will soon be operational in Australia, and the Bureau of Meteorology is introducing new technology across a range of analysis and forecasting services.

A number of opportunities also exist to develop intrusive alerting systems if needed. For example, existing technology in use within Australia provides for ‘break in’ radio messaging, and modern in-car navigation systems could also incorporate and display emergency information and warnings.

Digital Audio Broadcast Radio (DAB+) is an emerging channel providing opportunities for targeted broadcast during emergencies. While take-up of DAB+ ready equipment is still growing, over three million Australians already listen to DAB+ every week24 and Commercial Radio Australia are investing in its development and use, including within new vehicles and through mobile devices.

Finally, the need for rapid intelligence gathering and analysis tools is noted as a priority, not only in the context of warnings and information but for broader emergency management practice. Crowd-sourcing and intelligence tools are becoming more usable and available and have potential to revolutionise the development and sharing of warnings in the future, but a period of learning and development is to be expected.

**Good practice**

- Commercial Radio Australia has been working with the ACT’s Emergency Services Agency to trial use of Digital Audio Broadcast (DAB+) radio where new stations can be established quickly (reportedly in less than 1 hour) to target specific communities during emergencies. Whilst broad roll-out of digital radio across Australia is still limited, dissemination of information via new and emerging channels provides an example of good practice innovation.

- In SA’s CFS, lessons learned about cloud hosting arrangements and surges in web traffic have led to the establishment of hosting agreements that provide for rapid and automated expansion of server capacity when it is needed. Previously, CFS needed to request additional capacity when it was required, and this additional step provided a risk to information continuity during an emergency.

- Victoria’s mobile app allows users to create and save multiple ‘watch zones’. Once created, the user will automatically be notified of information or warnings published for areas within that watch zone(s). This establishes an additional early alert channel, and targeted messaging service.

- NSW RFS and TFS have been working with Google Crisis Response to consider how emergency information might be integrated into Google’s standard search interface. The example scenario is that if a user searches for ‘pizza’ in an area where an advice message or warning has been raised, then they will be alerted to the warning (as well as being provided with their pizza results). Areas of the USA and Japan are also collaborating on this innovation.

**Key Finding**

| 27 | Available and emerging technologies are under-utilised and community expectations on the provision of information and warnings continue to grow. While development of publishing systems, websites, apps and social media channels is evident across a majority of agencies interviewed, there is a continued need to innovate. The next frontier for warning design and construction requires spatial, visual and geo-location based information. |

**Recommendation 4**

Invest in and prioritise improved use of technology to create and disseminate warnings and information. As a priority, develop warnings which offer visual and spatial information.
Figure 7: A number of agencies can now provide an automated feed to Google's Crisis Response platform, which displays warnings in a spatial view.

Figure 8: Predictive services software for bushfire and flood mapping products are maturing as aids which would benefit communities.
Social Media

The rapid growth of social media over the last decade has seen it emerge as one of the most dynamic channels used to share information, and the use of social media during emergencies featured prominently in discussion throughout the Review. Findings highlight a need for more mature policy on the adoption and use of social media, along with advancement of practical tools and solutions.

Strengths

A majority of agencies are currently developing their capability to use social media, and see this as a priority area for further work. Indeed, many agencies have incorporated automated publishing to social media channels within their standard tools and processes.

A key strength of social media is the ability to reach a wide range of people quickly. Information shared via social media enables targeting of communication by community members to people within their own network. Research indicates that principles of shared responsibility are activated when communities are empowered to share warnings in this way.

Both researchers and practitioners have highlighted that social media channels are increasingly more likely to reach younger people than traditional channels such as radio and television. Further, some practitioners see social media warnings as an excellent channel to alert community members to an issue and motivate them to find out more via other channels such as websites and radio.

At a practical level, social media channels enable images, maps and links to be easily shared by both agencies and the public. For example, the ACT has developed its own digital media monitoring and analysis tool, custom built to meet emergency management needs, and incorporating geo-location analysis (See Appendix C).

Social media’s two-way communication capacity is a key feature. Social media channels are often referred to as ‘listening’ tools, as they can give agencies great insight into what communities are talking about or concerned about. Literature highlights their value in helping to quickly see and correct mis-information which may be being circulated by the public.

Given the apparent benefits, many agencies are currently trialling social media monitoring tools.

Issues and Impacts

Social media by its nature is a conversational channel rather than a broadcast channel. There are significant challenges for most agencies around how to meet expectations that community commentary and questions will be ‘answered’ by authorities in real-time. Practically, this kind of activity requires dedicated resourcing. Pragmatically, typical warning processes use templates and see messages drafted and then authorised before release. Social media conversation does not lend itself to that approach.

Indeed, most agencies are currently using social media as a broadcast channel and lack arrangements to monitor and respond to conversation. This has been described in literature as similar to “phoning someone to tell them an important piece of information and then hanging up as soon as they asked a question” (Anderson 2012).

Information will be shared via social media with or without the participation of emergency services. Their presence is essential to provide a credible and authoritative voice.

---

Using the medium primarily as a broadcast channel raises other issues. Literature highlights that one of the challenges of automated publishing to social media channels via agency tools is that these messages can look ‘robotic’ and lack the usual style of voice seen on social media channels. This might negatively affect their influence.

Some stakeholders are also concerned that the public will use social media channels for ‘000’ style communication from the public and, indeed, there are already examples of this behaviour.

The loss of control of information creates concern for many. Via these channels there is a proliferation of unofficial content being provided on hazards and warnings. Many agencies are also concerned about dated information continuing to be promoted and shared after situations have changed. Others argue that information will be exchanged over social media by the community with or without the participation of emergency service organisations, and that their presence is essential to provide credible and authoritative advice.

For most agencies however, effectively resourcing teams to support social media information and discussion is challenging or even seen as impossible at this time. Some are looking to see how social media monitoring tools might be able to assist them with strategies to better target responses and interaction.

While the reach and influence of social media is growing, there are limitations on its ability to reach an intended audience. Increasingly, social media channels use algorithms to select and filter content for their subscribers. As a result, posts are not guaranteed to reach individuals who believe they are ‘following’ an emergency service. Some reports suggest that as little as 6% of posts will reach an individual on Facebook. Education on the need for active listening by communities rather than passive behaviour waiting for information to arrive is essential, and highly relevant for this channel.

The use and sign-up to social media can fluctuate. While the reach of Facebook in Australia is extensive with an estimated 13.6 million users, use of Twitter is still relatively low with an estimated 2.8 million users.26 Of note, research by the Queensland University of Technology has highlighted that peak periods of growth in the number of Twitter accounts in Australia have primarily been during times of major disaster or major sporting events. This illustrates that people are searching for information via these channels during emergencies.

Finally, independent inquiries are now beginning to highlight social media as a particular area of focus. The 2013 Hyde Report into the 2013 Tasmanian bushfires included a specific recommendation for the State Emergency Management Committee to make arrangements to actively manage the use of social media in the community during an emergency.

**Opportunities**

Social media activity can be utilised to build situational awareness for agencies. While protocols to validate information require development, the effective use of social media can represent a significant shift in reliance upon ‘traditional’ communication from agency resources at the frontline to provide all information for warnings. For example, if multiple users are posting images of flood waters rising to a particular level in a recognisable location, then this information can be quickly authenticated.

In terms of analysis, there are a range of social media monitoring and analysis tools on the market ranging from free tools to solutions requiring sizeable investment. Many agencies reported current or...
recent trials of tools. It would appear that these trials have been initiated and conducted locally within jurisdictions, with little awareness of any similar interstate activity. There is certainly opportunity for the sector to share results and discuss common requirements and solutions.

There may be an opportunity to collectively influence companies like Facebook to increase likelihood and priority of display of emergency warnings to members. Individually, agencies lack influence with such an approach, however a national, sector wide, multi-hazard argument might have more weight.

In terms of resourcing, virtual operations support teams (VOSTs) are emerging as a legitimate way to resource social media monitoring and activity. These teams are not physically based within incident control centres, and can even be located interstate or overseas depending on the scenario or need. Some agencies are beginning to explore the use of VOSTs. In early 2014, a VOST was activated to monitor and support communication during the Hazelwood Coal Mine Fire. Effort should be made to pilot and learn more here, and to share results and lessons learned.

---

**Tailoring content for social media - third party innovation and sharing**

The above example illustrates the use of social media to communicate warnings by third parties. On the left, the Bureau of Meteorology’s Severe Weather Warning is captured via their website. (Note that the Bureau does not post warnings to social media channels). On the right is Victorian radio station Fox FM’s Facebook post. It includes a clear title, link to the official warning, personalised message and visual information (also sourced from the Bureau’s site).
Fox FM has proactively warned a large audience of severe weather, and tailored the message to suit their audience.

Figure 10: An example of social media interaction with individual posts. This reply to a question from WA Police became popular.

A personal response – community expectations

This year, WA Police engaged in this friendly interplay on Twitter, and provided a timely and personalised response to a tongue-in-cheek request for help from a member of the public. On the positive side, this kind of interaction builds relationships and offers a personal connection which is important for social media effectiveness. However, this style of interaction also educates the general public that WA Police will respond to a tweet for help, or at the very least, that there is a real ‘person’ behind the account. In doing so, expectations are no doubt raised for response to more serious calls for help in the case of emergency.

Good Practice

- The ACT’s Emergency Services Agency uses its own custom digital media monitoring tool called NEWS Tag. The tool has been designed for emergency management, is easy to use, and when the Public Information Centre is activated, can be utilised by any member of the team. Following a period of testing and operational use, planning for the next upgrade of NEWS Tag is now underway. (See Appendix C)

- While resourcing social media is recognised as a challenge by many, some agencies, including CFA in Victoria, have focused on recruiting existing staff and volunteers who are already regular social media users to support the dissemination of warnings and information.

- Some agencies, including NSW RFS as an example, have now installed monitors in State/Incident Control Centres dedicated to displaying social media feeds. This provides personnel with an immediate view of both the nature and volume of conversation occurring amongst the public about particular incidents

- ACT’s Public Information teams promote appropriate social media behaviour by asking people to avoid putting themselves at risk to capture information, and to turn on their location services to improve the value of their posts (as the post will automatically display spatially within monitoring systems).
• In South Australia, SA Police have developed their Facebook audience using specific social media audience building strategies. In simple terms, this has involved proactively posting highly 'likeable' content (Think new police puppies) so that when more significant content (e.g. warnings, or a missing person alert) is posted, it is more likely to be seen by more people.
• QLD Police’s use of social media during the 2010/11 QLD floods was widely praised for its innovation and good practice (See inset below).

Use of social media during the 2010/11 Queensland Floods

The use of social media during the Queensland Floods of 2010/11 has been praised as good practice. Throughout this event the Police Media Director tweeted directly from his meetings with Premier Anna Bligh and during media conferences to ensure the media and community received the latest information quickly. All media releases about the event were also released on Queensland Police’s Facebook and Twitter pages, media conferences were streamed live on the Facebook page and subsequently posted on YouTube, and enquiries from the public via social media were responded to where possible. If misinformation began to circulate, it was corrected by this credible source.

Key Findings

28 While most agencies are focused on improving their use of social media as a warnings channel, the majority are still primarily 'broadcasting' information via this channel and wary of losing control of information and warnings. In reality, information will be shared via social media with or without the participation of emergency services and their presence is essential to provide a credible and authoritative voice.

Constraints to improved use of social media are primarily due to internal protocols which are not tailored for open and ongoing dialogue via social media channels, and very real resourcing challenges.

29 More innovative solutions to effectively resource Public Information teams to contribute and respond to social media discussion are required. Although a new frontier for many, trusted digital volunteers or virtual operations support teams (VOSTs) are emerging as a legitimate way to resource social media monitoring and activity.

30 While the reach of social media channels and their strength in targeting young people in particular is noted, the common use of algorithms by these channels to filter content can dramatically reduce effectiveness. Some reports note that as little as 6% of posts will reach an individual on Facebook. While individually, agencies are unlikely to sway policy and practice with large companies like Facebook and Twitter, there may be an opportunity for collective partnerships or influence with a national approach on this issue.

Recommendation 5

Improve the use of social media placing immediate focus on: the use of social media as a ‘two-way’ conversation with communities; resourcing; and sharing of current innovation and good practice across agencies.
Building two-way conversation and information sharing

There are increasing community expectations for emergency services to engage in two-way communication during emergencies via active listening, information exchange and engagement with communities. This spans not only social media channels but others including community meetings and broadcast radio. For most agencies, a shift to this style of communication represents a substantial and challenging change in how warning communication is managed.

Emerging research suggests that strategies which empower communities to share information and warnings help to foster shared responsibility and resilience. While there are concerns and very real challenges to address, this is a critical feature of focus for future warnings practice.

Strengths

Many practitioners are aware of the increasing prevalence, value and capability of two-way communication with and between communities during emergencies. Indeed, communities are increasingly sharing information during emergencies and some practitioners and researchers argue that supporting and indeed, encouraging this action, builds a culture of shared responsibility for warning dissemination (Literature Review p48).

Two-way communication is not restricted to use of social media channels. The relatively traditional communication option of holding community meetings during an incident provides a strong example of two-way communication in action.

Radio also provides an excellent channel for two-way conversation about current emergency information, and although this conversation is generally between broadcasters and community members rather than emergency services, the desire and demand for this format of communication is evident during major events.

In a number of remote and regional areas, two-way conversation remains the norm, and is a feature of these resilient communities. In WA, ‘river networks’ in remote areas provide trusted flood information to both neighbours and emergency services. This telephone or private radio based conversation spanning a number of large properties is an effective and efficient way to share information.

Impacts and issues

Although many agencies are aware of increasing expectations for two-way communication during emergencies across multiple channels, few feel well equipped to manage this style of public information. Where creating and disseminating warnings has been the key challenge to date, now exchanging and sharing communication represents a new, major shift.

Literature also highlights that given the growing popularity and use of social media to create a dialogue, “emergency services will need to further adapt and embrace the use of social media” (Literature Review, p67).

Shifting expectations for two-way communication can be seen across multiple channels including telephone information lines. Recent research in Victoria has found that while information hotlines are not typically designed for use as a reporting channel, 71% of survey respondents believe that they should also be used to report hazards and emergencies (Literature Review, p40).

For many agencies, particularly those with smaller media and Public Information teams, resourcing two-way communication remains a daunting prospect, with flexible arrangements or partnerships with other agencies yet to be developed.

---

Opportunities

Literature supports development of communication strategies which empower communities to share information. “Price-Robertson and Knight argue that a community-focused approach builds resilience, with several studies showing that communities with high levels of social capital respond more effectively to difficult situations and emergencies. They suggest that this can be achieved through a number of strategies, including empowering community groups and volunteers to provide information and assistance during emergencies” (Literature Review, p45, citing Price-Robertson, R and Knight, K 28).

Research has also argued for communication rather than ‘information’ during emergencies, not only to empower communities but to increase trust in authorities, provide agencies with a better understanding of current community needs, and enable agencies to ‘see’ in real-time how individuals are perceiving risk and acting during an emergency. (Literature Review, p58). All agencies should be actively promoting listening skills and practices within their teams.

Limited evaluation exists of practices which encourage the sharing and exchange of information. There is opportunity to validate research by exploring agency work focused on building empowered communication and dialogue.

A number of community-led or community empowering communication campaigns have been initiated in the relief and recovery stages of emergencies. They include Mel Irons’ ‘Tassie Fires –We can help’ page on Facebook following the Tasmanian Bushfires, and Sam Johnson’s ‘Student Army’, established immediately following the Christchurch earthquakes. There may be a number of relevant lessons to learn and apply to emergency information and warnings communication (See also Working with partners and third parties).

Good Practice

- The benefits of understanding and utilising community networks were highlighted during the Western Australian Community Information Networks During Emergencies Project. The Project utilised existing social networks and traditional communication channels within the community to facilitate a more effective flow of information into and within communities. (Literature Review, p45)

- “Following the 2011 Christchurch Earthquake, social media was used by authorities to monitor and evaluate ‘word-of-mouth’ communication in the community and immediately correct misinformation and rumours” (Literature Review, p48 29).

- For storm and flood in some areas, the Bureau of Meteorology relies upon trusted volunteer storm and river observers to exchange information. This is an example of pre-planning and innovative use of volunteer resources to build two-way conversation and share warnings.

- Of note, the ABC proactively enables two-way conversation during major incidents by building emergency focused community talk-back into programming at these times.

Key Finding

31 Establishing two-way communication or ‘conversation’ with communities during emergencies is a growing expectation and critical feature of future warnings practice. One of the key benefits of two-way information sharing is that agencies can ‘listen’ and ‘see’ in real-time to how individuals perceive and act upon risk. Whether this be through social media, community meetings or talk-back radio, conversation not only assists communities but can provide powerful insight to Incident Management Teams.

28 Price-Robertson, R and Knight, K, 2012 Natural Disasters and Community Resilience - A framework for support, Australian Institute for Family Studies, Melbourne
Emergency Alert (telephony based warnings)

Emergency Alert has featured as a key discussion area and is noted as an important warning channel. Operational experience with this channel continues to increase and while greater national consistency is called for by some, there is currently great diversity in preferred use. Further, there is evidence of increasing and significant community dependence upon Emergency Alert as their primary warning service.

For further detail on this topic, see the National Review of Emergency Alert (2014), conducted in parallel to this Review.

Strengths

Emergency Alert is one of few intrusive alert channels that emergency services have at their disposal. Its ability to interrupt or intentionally intrude upon individuals, households and businesses via their mobile or fixed line telephone service is a noted strength.

The Emergency Alert Review has found that many community members see an Emergency Alert message as a highly credible and authoritative source, which increases their motivation to act. In a national survey of people who had previously received an Emergency Alert message, 48% of people agreed that receiving an Emergency Alert was their main trigger in deciding what to do. A study of community behaviour during the 2013 Tasmanian bushfires found that receiving an emergency alert was the warning most likely to motivate householders to leave their home.

Consultation with communities during the National Review of Emergency Alert (2014) has highlighted that the public is increasingly used to being communicated with via text message for a range of services. This Review and other research also highlight that the short, intrusive message motivates many individuals to seek out further information or advice as a result of receiving an Emergency Alert.

Many agencies report of greater confidence and awareness on when and how to best use this form of warning, largely through increasing experience in recent years. One of the practical strengths of the Emergency Alert system allows operators planning release of a warning to effectively ‘see’ how many people will be warned within the targeted zone. Further, they can later confirm the impact of a message by preparing (but not necessarily sending) a subsequent message for the same area, as the system reports how many people (mobile telephony devices) remain in the area.

The Emergency Alert system also provides a thorough data capture and audit function, providing excellent quantitative data on which to base learnings.

Finally, National Telephony Warnings Guidelines provides a common foundation for all agencies and operators.

---

30 See National Review of Emergency Alert (2014) for more detail. Results are based on n=902 and weighted to ABS 2011 Census figures for age and gender.
Issues and Impacts

There is inconsistency nationally on whether Emergency Alert should be used for emergency warnings only or also to issue advice of expected high level risk. As an example, on the eve of a Catastrophic Fire Day in January 2014, NSW RFS made the decision to issue an Emergency Alert to over one million people, alerting them to tomorrow’s catastrophic fire risk. Anecdotally, multiple interviewees explained that this appeared to be well received by communities, however it has caused other agencies to query their own policies on whether they should take similar action.

Similarly, “during the 2010-2011 Victorian Floods, there was community confusion over the fact that an Emergency Alert was issued in some instances to provide warnings, but also to provide information about upcoming community meetings”.(Literature Review, p5632). Community consultation during the Emergency Alert Review has indicated that Emergency Alert should be used minimally in order to retain the significance of its status when received.

Some agencies and in QLD, local governments, report challenges in timely release of Emergency Alert warnings due to complex approval processes. These processes are designed to appropriately manage the gravity of use but also have practical consequences. In addition, a number of QLD local governments utilise alternative telephony information and warning systems, some of which are provided on an ‘opt in’ basis. As a result, there is a mixed experience and understanding of Emergency Alert across these agencies and Councils.

As the use of Emergency Alert increases, new technical challenges are emerging. For example, location based warnings can be difficult to define to targeted areas when individual signal receiving towers have broad geographic coverage. For many interviewees, improvement in how to manage this issue is a priority to providing more targeted and credible warnings.

For others, challenges exist with maintaining familiarity and skill with the Emergency Alert operating system, particularly given its rare utilisation. While guidelines promote regular interaction with the system through skills maintenance training, it would appear that this guidance has mixed success.

The name of the system is confusing for some within agencies. For fire agencies for example, the scaled advice framework includes an ‘emergency warning’ level. Thus, when personnel request an ‘emergency alert’, there is often a need to confirm whether they are referring to the telephony channel and/or the level of warning. In QLD there is also confusion due to use of alternative systems with similar names. In addition, an Emergency Alert may not in fact be used for an ‘emergency’. A more descriptive and unique working name may be beneficial. In Victoria, for example, the channel is referred to as a telephone alert and in Western Australia, as the Telephone Warning System (or TWS).

For some agencies, concerns are raised on bearing the cost of using Emergency Alert, particularly as expectations for its use continue to grow within the community. Many practitioners are unclear on where the cost of issuing an Emergency Alert is borne, and this appears to have some influence on their inclination to use the system. Agencies who are already regularly utilising Emergency Alert with positive outcomes seem less concerned by this matter.

Community education campaigns have been limited in many jurisdictions, in large part due to lack of targeted funding. As a result, some express concern about limited or inaccurate

Agencies differ in their views on when an Emergency Alert should be utilised

“It’s a last resort to warn the community of a life threatening situation.” TAS Fire Service Emergency Alert User

“We might put out an emergency alert just for a Watch and Act, depending on the complexity of the fire and the communities that might be affected. It’s not just for emergency warnings.” WA DFES Emergency Alert User

Source: National Review of Emergency Alert consultations
There is broad concern over growing community expectations that they will receive an Emergency Alert if they need to take action in an emergency.

The National Review of Emergency Alert (2014) has found that 80% of people who have previously received a telephone or text message warning would expect to receive an Emergency Alert in any future events and “the 2011 Victorian Floods review also found there was some over-dependence on Emergency Alert, and some who failed to receive an alert did not respond to the emergency” (Literature Review, p42). Many agencies have also recognised the impact that publishing an Emergency Alert will have on other channels and systems. Literature highlights that given that Emergency Alert provides only brief warnings, it is critical that emergency service organisations ensure they have the capacity to meet a substantial increase in requests for further information that will occur after an Emergency Alert is sent. For example, after an Emergency Alert was issued in South Australia in relation to the Crafers West Bushfire in early 2014, calls to the Bushfire Information line increased by almost 1000% over the following hour. (Literature Review, p42).

Some agencies, including WA’s DFES and SA’s CFS now have formalised processes in place to better coordinate this impact. Others have reported a ‘best endeavours’ approach to promptly notify key stakeholders when an Emergency Alert has been sent. Post-incident evaluation has highlighted the importance of coordinated and consistent information across channels in this scenario (Literature Review, p42). Of note, some practitioners caution a direct correlation between the release of an Emergency Alert and increased demand across other channels, noting that the imminent emergency itself will also increase demand for information.

Finally, assumptions that Emergency Alert is particularly well tailored for younger community members may be challenged by emerging analysis. While research has highlighted that Emergency Alert, particularly via SMS on a mobile phone or mobile device, is favoured by younger audiences over television and radio (Literature Review, p41), the National Review of Emergency Alert survey highlights that only 15% of people under 34 nominate a telephone or text message as the most useful channel, overwhelmingly preferring the internet (54%). While this statement doesn’t at all disqualify the need for Emergency Alert, it does illustrate the value of rich and dynamic information sources such as the internet.

33 Referencing three separate Bushfire Cooperative Research Centre Reports/Surveys
34 Referencing: Victorian Government (2011), Review of the 2010-11 Flood Warnings and Response, Comrie, N.
36 Referencing: Department of Fire and Emergency Services WA (2013) Bushfire Alerts and Warnings, TNS.
Opportunities

While all Australian jurisdictions have autonomy in relation to whether, when and how they deliver an Emergency Alert, and are supported by nationally agreed guidelines, there remains a demand for improved national consistency. This desire has been raised in multiple workshops including a 2013 AFAC community warnings workshop and this Review’s national workshop.

To address the fact that one in three people rely on receiving an Emergency Alert as their single source of information during an emergency, agencies have noted that a public communication campaign to set expectations and promote shared responsibility would help to combat the ‘wait for a text message’ approach.

Torrens Resilience Institute research notes the increasing relevance of including a link within an Emergency Alert message given the rising use of smart phones, and the fact that many people will be motivated to seek out further information at this point (Literature Review, p42). While to date, the length of a message has been constrained to 160 characters to meet international standards for a short message service, there is opportunity to explore the pros and cons on this limitation, taking into account community preferences and increasingly flexible technology (See Figure 11 below).

Given that analysis undertaken within the National Review of Emergency Alert highlights that those under the age of 34 identify the internet, apps and social media as the most useful channel for warnings, there may be opportunity to better understand this particular group and to learn more about how they would like to receive information and warnings.

Communities and researchers have highlighted the negative impact of poorly pronounced or described locations. Availability of a phonetic dictionary for place names and locations would directly assist practitioners and help to increase the credibility of messages sent.

Finally, there may be benefit in providing further training and organisational awareness sessions on the role and protocols for use of emergency alert. This should include re-publishing and re-acquaintance with the National Telephony Warning Guidelines.

Community preferred components of an Emergency Alert

As identified during community discussion groups within the Emergency Alert Review, members of the community want Emergency Alert messages to:

- Be clear on the seriousness of the situation
- Include information on the level of warning being provided
- Provide clarity on who the sender is, fully spelt out, avoiding acronyms
- Offer specific information on locations affected and detail of where impact is likely
- Accurately describe locations – people are particularly wary of descriptions that ‘aren’t quite right’ as a local would refer to them
- Include a clear call to action
- Provide a link to further information within the message (and not just a link to a website homepage)

Figure 11: Preferred components of an Emergency Alert as defined by community members consulted during the National Review of Emergency Alert (2014)

37 National Review of Emergency Alert 2014 survey results
Good Practice

- Some agencies, including DFES (WA) and CFA (SA) have developed localised protocols and checklists to ensure coordinated release of an Emergency Alert. They include, for example, consideration of increased website traffic and information hotline calls, notification of triple zero call centres, updating of warnings on other channels to remove any contradictory information, and advice to relevant personnel.

- Many agencies have pre-prepared templates to assist with the timely construction of an Emergency Alert. Some have even pre-prepared shape files (‘polygons’) for areas that have a higher likelihood of an incident occurring – this is particularly the case for agencies managing flood, storm and tsunami.

- SA CFS has conducted post-incident reviews on the impact of publishing an Emergency Alert to improve prediction of impact on inbound call centre traffic. In doing so, they have also identified that coordination of up-to-date recorded information services will satisfy a majority of callers, and minimise increased call rates to call-takers.

Key Findings

For a more extensive outline of findings related to Emergency Alert, see the National Review of Emergency Alert.

32 There is inconsistency nationally on whether Emergency Alert should be used for ‘imminent threat’ warnings only or also to issue advice on expected high risk. While nationally agreed guidelines provide all jurisdictions with autonomy in relation to whether, when and how they deliver a telephone warning, there remains a demand for improved national consistency. Given the already diverse use of the channel, significant national consistency will be challenging to achieve. Analysis of the drivers for consistency including expected benefits for communities might provide greater incentive for change.

33 Both practitioners and researchers note concern about growing community expectation that a personal fixed line telephone or mobile phone warning will always be provided, negating the need to actively seek out information and remain informed. The National Review of Emergency Alert notes that 32% of people expect to rely upon Emergency Alert as their only source of warning, and that 80% of people who have previously received an Emergency Alert expect to receive one in the event of a future incident.

It is critical that communication and education campaigns continue to stress that a warning may not be received, and encourage and empower communities to proactively access information and assess their risk.
Multi-hazard websites

Many states and territories have established shared multi-hazard warnings websites, often run by a government department rather than a single emergency service. Providing a single point of truth enacts sound principles for provision of warnings and information, however current challenges being tackled include presentation of multi-hazard information in a single interface and building the credibility of these new channels.

Strengths

A well-built and credible multi-hazard website embodies the goal of a ‘single point of truth’. Multi-hazard websites are seen by many practitioners as an effective channel, particularly in emergencies led by lesser known agencies, or where the ‘lead’ agency might not be obvious to communities. Importantly, these websites mean that the public doesn’t need to know who is leading an event, in order to find relevant information, and they can also remove the need for members of the public to search multiple websites to gather or collate information.

A number of jurisdictions have had good success building public confidence in these channels. In the ACT, the Emergency Services Agency has provided a multi-hazard website since late 2011. Website traffic has shifted from an average of 200 unique users per day in 2011 to up to 150,000 unique users on days of high fire danger. In Victoria, VicEmergency is promoted as ‘Victoria’s website for emergency warnings’ and individual emergency services actively direct users to VicEmergency.

Some jurisdictions, notably SA and TAS, provide a multi-agency and multi-hazard website which focuses on providing a detailed feed of all social media activity by various agencies. This view ensures that all agency posts are visible to the public, helping to bypass the issue of social media channels selectively filtering posts for users (See also Social Media). For some jurisdictions such as Tasmania, a multi-hazard web platform also provides a known channel for unusual or low frequency incidents such as animal health emergencies, environmental emergencies, or unplanned road closures.

Issues and Impacts

Generally speaking, many jurisdictions are still building ‘good practice’ as they resolve a variety of challenges, ranging from public awareness and trust in these new websites, to the amount of information to communicate. The use of conflicting warning types, symbology, terminology and alert colours for different hazards, and alignment of information with other websites are all active issues.

For those presenting warnings in a spatial or list form, use of common symbology is a particular challenge. For example, if the colour blue means different things across different hazards, or the word ‘alert’ has different meanings, then a common interface can be confusing for the public. Some spatial displays of warnings can also be very busy, making it difficult to clearly identify relevant warnings.

Many jurisdictions are still building good practice as they resolve a variety of challenges, ranging from public awareness and trust in these new websites, to the amount of information to communicate.

It should be noted that a small number of jurisdictions including NSW have not commissioned a multi-agency or multi-hazard website and at this time, continue to provide warnings on relevant agency websites. Some practitioners highlight concern over redundancy or failure of a single combined website if alternative online warning channels are not in place. Despite continually improving technology to mitigate this risk, residual risk nonetheless remains.

The technology or mechanisms used to aggregate multi-agency warnings on a single site differ, with various challenges encountered. In TAS and SA, aggregate websites are populated with
the aid of social media hashtags, automated (‘rss\textsuperscript{38}') feeds and strict publishing protocols for agencies to ensure that their message is captured.

There also remains a question around whether websites perceived as 'government' operated are seen as credible in a real time scenario, in comparison to 'emergency service' information which might be seen as closer to the source, or more highly trusted information. As Skinner and Skinner note in their review of literature, “To be effective, sources of information and influence need to be trusted by individuals and the community. This trust can be unwittingly eroded by seemingly minor acts or omissions, or may not exist at all if relationships have not been built.” (2014, p9) Several practitioners acknowledged that there is more to learn on whether communities see shared warning websites as trusted and credible sources of information.

On a related point, literature also highlights the need for “all forms of warnings [to] clearly identify the information source so that it is perceived as credible.” (Literature Review p54). It would therefore seem important that aggregated warnings websites take care to include clear information on the source of each warning, and indeed, to provide clear authority for the website itself, given the rising number of unofficial or non-government warnings websites (See also Working with partners and third parties).

**Key Opportunities**

Continued adoption of CAP-AU will provide improved opportunity for commonly framed warnings and information to be immediately shared on multi-hazard websites.

Development and adoption of common warnings frameworks for hazards, and common symbology and language will also improve opportunity to display multi-hazard and multi-agency information in a single interface, and reduce complexity for users.

Further research on community response to ‘government' provided information and aggregated website information (rather than individual agency provided information) would provide greater understanding of how community members trust and validate these sources. The design and use of these websites can then be informed by this research. As a practical and immediate improvement, all warnings, regardless of their collation and presentation should clearly identify the original agency information source to ensure that warnings remain credible.

**Good Practice Highlights**

- Alert SA and TAS Alert provide an aggregated view of social media feeds from emergency services. This not only provides a convenient single location for users to track information, but also combats the reality that social media channels display only a selected number of posts (reportedly as little as 6%) to followers.

- Some jurisdictions, including Victoria, the ACT and WA provide a multi-hazard spatial view of incidents and warnings, with Victoria’s VicEmergency providing a spatial view as the default home page. Visual presentation of information and warnings provides an alternative view to busy text-based pages and in Victoria’s case, symbology has been recently updated based on testing with communities.

- It is worth highlighting the good practice collaboration between SA and TAS. SA established Alert SA based on an earlier QLD solution. They have since shared their learning and arrangements with TAS to support establishment of TAS Alert on the same platform.

**Key Finding**

| 34 | The level of community trust in recent multi-hazard websites is untested. Research into community awareness, trust and perception of these would be valuable (see Recommendation 8) |

---

\textsuperscript{38} Commonly known as ‘really simple syndication’ and technically referring to ‘rich site summary’
Working with partners and third parties

While partnerships with media broadcasters have continued to mature in recent years, the emergence and growth of third parties providing information and warnings during incidents, both commercial and community based, presents a growing challenge for agencies, who must consider how they will interact with or support these groups.

There is opportunity to develop a nationally agreed position on how to best interact with third parties, and to engage with these groups to build a stronger, shared code of practice. Interaction with the media on days of high activity can also be improved, to ensure that the statewide situation and priorities are clearly understood.

Strengths

Agencies have, for many years now, been working closely with media agencies, particularly the ABC, to provide information and warnings to communities via radio, print and television media. The value of the ABC’s efforts to serve as an emergency broadcaster must be acknowledged. Many practitioners, along with the ABC, have also highlighted the growing value and maturity of relationships to strengthen sharing and dissemination of information and warnings.

A growing number of third party non-profit and commercial providers are emerging in the market of warning dissemination, growing opportunities to reach people at risk.

The Attorney-General’s Department has provided a Code of Practice for Warning Republishers (2013) setting out good practice arrangements for all private third parties who re-issue official or unofficial warnings.

Impacts and Issues

The use of third parties to further communicate and share warnings and information is still questioned or challenging for many. While there are a multitude of community and private organisations keen to play a role in sharing or disseminating warnings during emergencies, there is limited action by agencies to proactively connect with and utilise these channels.

NSW RFS and SA CFS were earlier adopters of Google’s Crisis Response platform, and a number of other agencies have been developing their capability to provide data. While agencies are working with Google to establish capability to disseminate warnings via this platform, it remains unclear whether technical constraints, policy on sharing warnings with third parties, or motivation to prioritise development of this channel are limiting progress.

In addition, an increasing number of amateur or semi-professional interest groups are establishing themselves as popular digital media information and warnings providers. Some practitioners share concerns about the ability of these groups to warn effectively and consistently, and about the risks of community members relying on them for warnings.

‘Storm chasing’ or ‘cyclone chasing’ groups are particularly common with many running popular digital media sites. Some Bureau of Meteorology personnel have expressed concern at the information provided by these groups, however these ‘unofficial’ sources are clearly responding to community interest.

During the National Review of Emergency Alert community discussions, one Townsville community member (Female, 50+) noted that “Everyone up north gets on Facebook so you know where [the storm] is and you can track it. Townsville storm chasers are most accurate, they tell you what’s going on, it just comes up [in my Facebook feed].” The Townsville Storms Facebook page (See Appendix E) has over 36,000 ‘likes’. With a population of approximately 172,000 this represents one in five Townsville community members.
Turning to the role of television and broadcast media, one of the key themes arising from the Skinner & Skinner review of community safety research focused on delineation between ‘information’ and ‘news’. They proposed that at times ‘there are clear conflicts between the emergency services need for dissemination of information and media agencies need for audience attention, even when using the same media’ (p iv). This tension was also discussed by some practitioners although most highlighted that professional relationships and engagement with media outlets help to ensure that official warnings are not compromised.

While the ABC believes that the delineation between official emergency information and news is clear, Skinner & Skinner (2014) note that community members may not discern well between the two. Indeed, the diversity of information available can add to this scenario and in some cases reduce trust in media as a source for warnings. Appendix F provides illustration of three web pages presenting information about a ‘Watch and Act’ message issued in QLD. One is an official ‘Watch and Act’ message for bushfire on ABC’s ‘emergency’ area, published as provided by QLD Fire and Emergency Services. The second is a news article on ABC’s website about the fire and the related warning. The third is a news article on QLD’s Courier Mail website, referencing the Watch and Act message, but not displaying or linking to the official message.

During this Review, the ABC has raised the value of a partnership approach to provide high quality information and warnings to communities. They note that challenges can arise on active days where a number of events and warnings are in place, and they cannot speak with emergency services to check information and priorities in a timely fashion. Distinct from ‘interviews’, this action assists producers and journalists to understand priorities, and the complexity or connection between different incidents.

Media agencies have also reported challenges providing continued resourcing during large or prolonged events. Some broadcast and television media teams have encountered issues when seeking support from interstate peers as many emergency services will not accept media accreditation provided by other jurisdictions. This issue was realised for the ABC during the 2013 NSW Blue Mountains fires.

Opportunities

There is significant opportunity, and even a necessity, to develop a stronger, national position on how agencies will engage with third party warning providers. The rate of ongoing establishment and development of these providers, whether they be community groups or commercial arrangements, is not expected to slow. The emergency management sector has enormous experience and robust research to share.

The importance of sharing knowledge to sustain and foster community safety rather than an avoidance of what these parties do and how they approach their work should be stressed. This is particularly so when connected with research that says that individuals will seek to validate warnings and information, and that the use of digital channels to find and monitor information is increasing.

Indeed, Google Crisis Response representatives report that they are also driven by research on trusted information and community behaviour on information validation. In their view, ensuring that multiple channels provide credible information will support people to rapidly and easily validate warnings and information and take appropriate action.

Opportunity also exists to work with providers including not only Google, but local entities such as Ripe Intel, the Early Warning Network (EWN), CSIRO and others to keep up with technological innovation. Government agency adoption of new technology can be slow and costly, and ‘trialling’ of new approaches with the public can represent an intolerable risk to agencies. Improved partnerships and sharing of experience and good practice may support sector wide reform.
The current *Code of Practice for Warning Republishers* (2013) may not be widely disseminated and understood by non-government entities. One opportunity would be to convene a group of current third party warning providers to provide insight into what they understand, what they would like to see, and whether they have views on how a Code of Practice could be improved and better utilised. Without engagement and knowledge sharing, non-mandatory government documentation will likely have little influence on innovators.

The utilisation of trusted digital volunteers, often referred to as ‘Volunteer Operational Support Teams’ or VOSTs is increasing in practice, although experience in Australia is still very limited. These teams can be engaged by emergency services to provide monitoring, analysis and capture of social media activity, and generally see themselves as an extended team for incident managers and agency leaders. Research and literature on the use of trusted digital volunteers is growing, and there are opportunities to learn and develop here.

The use of Memorandums of Understanding (MoU’s) between emergency services and media outlets or broadcasters has become relatively common practice across Australia. Some practitioners feel that the need for MoU’s may be decreasing. For example, emergency broadcasting is now a formal part of the ABC’s own national protocols, and considered part of ‘normal business’. Others value MoUs as they provide an instrument for sharing specific expectations on standards and protocols. If MoUs are to be renewed, there may be value in reducing the high number of individual agency MoUs with media outlets and adopting multi-hazard or multi-agency agreements.

A national approach to provision of training and media accreditation to access a fireground or other incident area should be considered. While training and accreditation processes are known to differ, a review of this issue would be of great value to media outlets, particularly during large or prolonged incidents. In QLD, training for media attending flood events is currently being developed. The ABC has highlighted an opportunity for this training to be shared across multiple jurisdictions.

**Good Practice**

- In QLD, a High Level Media Working Group meets once a quarter to progress relationships and arrangements between emergency services and the media. The Group comprises executive level representation, including senior operational personnel. See inset, below.
• QLD’s Public Safety Business Agency has recently run a trial to embed journalists within their media centre during incidents, including them in the operation of the centre and regular agency briefings. QLD practitioners once again highlight trusted relationships and mutual respect as key to this approach.

• For SA’s CFS, a decision has been taken to recognise media accreditation from other jurisdictions, enabling local media to be supported by interstate teams. Tasmania’s TFS has also recently recognised SA’s accredited media. SA practitioners have noted that a national training package would be welcomed.

• A number of online news channels require subscription and use a ‘pay wall’ to limit access. In early 2014, the Mickleham grassfires in outer urban Melbourne generated high demand for information. The Age newspaper made a decision to remove their paywall for information related to this fire, setting good precedent for continued availability of this channel during emergencies. If not already undertaken, governments and agencies should consider discussion with relevant online news media outlets around their paywall policy in the event of a major incident.

• The ABC highlights the 2013/14 Bangor fires in SA as representing good practice on exchange of information between CFS and ABC. A good working relationship prior to the fire underpinned a process where the ABC provided CFS with a range of information from communities in a timely manner, which was utilised by CFS to inform their activity and updates.

• The importance of an effective relationship between agencies and media has also been highlighted by Tasmania’s Fire Service and acknowledged by the recent Hyde Inquiry, where the approach on a busy day includes direct engagement with program producers on an as needs basis to assess communication priorities and clarify the relationship between different messages if required.

• There have been occurrences in recent years of community members and other agencies establishing new digital media forums during an incident in response to a need to share information. Proactive, constructive and timely contact with these groups represents good practice. During the Tasmanian bushfires, TFS connected with the new ‘Tassie Fires We Can Help’ Facebook page administrator to quickly build rapport and to help her to understand the highly dynamic nature of warnings. This resulted in a decision not to post warnings, but to consistently refer to the TFS website.

• During the Hazelwood Coal Mine fire in Victoria, Emergency Management Victoria engaged with a VOST to provide monitoring and analysis support across digital media channels.

Key Findings

35 The popularity and number of private or community based channels providing and sharing warnings continues to rise. Agency support or connection with many of these providers seems limited and appears to be due to any combination of suitable policy or clear position on engaging with third parties, motivation to connect and resourcing constraints. Without agency guidance and expertise, private operators may introduce new risks to communities during emergencies.

36 Australia’s Code of Practice for Warning Republishers provides sound advice to third parties, however non-mandatory government advice is likely to have little influence on innovators who may not even be aware of the document’s existence. Improved engagement, for example the convening of a group of third party warning providers, would provide insight into what they understand, what they would like to see, and whether they have views on how a Code of Practice could be improved and better utilised.
Partnerships with Australia’s media as emergency broadcasters have continued to mature in recent years and the importance of these working relationships must be highlighted. For maximum effectiveness, media agencies and emergency services require strong working relationships and practical support. Provision of timely advice to broadcasters on active days to assist in prioritising communication and understanding complex situations is important to optimal outcomes. National coordination of media accreditation would also assist many media teams.

**Recommendation 6**

Build better partnerships with third parties to improve development and dissemination of warnings:

(a) Establish a national protocol for working with third parties (including media, international service providers, private warnings providers and not-for-profit entities).

(b) Increase focus on providing more accessible, sharable and easily republished warnings. Mandate compliance with the Common Alerting Protocol (CAP-AU) for all new and upgraded warnings systems, and set a goal date for reaching CAP-AU compliance nationally.
Workforce management and capability

Across jurisdictions, a variety of different public information workforce arrangements are in place, drawing upon various expertise and experiencing different strengths and challenges. Some agencies have established clear Public Information Section roles, operating procedures and training programs, and many have established their models for a multi-hazard environment. Others, particularly smaller agencies, could benefit from the sharing of this practice. Recognising the impact that working in these roles can have on individuals is critical.

Strengths

Some jurisdictions have established their Public Information workforce with a multi-agency approach, or even a whole-of-government approach. In the ACT, all government communications and media teams have been trained to support emergency services, and to utilise relevant publishing protocols and systems. DFES in Western Australia also provides public information across all hazards in a centralised model.

Jurisdictions utilising a distributed and/or multi-agency resourcing model have been progressively building their capability. In Victoria, a multi-agency, multi-hazard approach is maturing so that fire agency teams can readily provide services during floods and vice-versa.

Public information teams often include multi-disciplinary expertise including operational experience, specialist media and communications skills and community safety or community development capabilities. This combination and diversity of skill and experience is seen by many to provide important depth and stability to teams.

Many practitioners have noted that the recognition and profile of public information teams is improving, particularly where such activity is sponsored by senior operational leaders. As a consequence, and as illustrated with the introduction of AIIMS 4, public information is now tending to be better integrated into broader operational and incident management.

Agencies have been building a good understanding of the type and nature of personnel who are most effective in Public Information roles (See Figure 13 below). There is consensus that these roles tend to best suit a particular type of personality or capability set.

The ‘best operators’ in a public information team will:

- Be able to identify and clearly communicate priorities
- Have strong time management and prioritisation skills in an intense environment
- Display empathy with community. They keep in mind that others in an Incident Control Centre are not acutely focused on community thinking and are relying on the Public Information team to do so.
- Be ‘switched on’ and articulate
- Be good listeners and have excellent situational awareness – picking up more than just the words and noticing (rather than being told) that an incident or situation is intensifying
- Have a good understanding of AIIMS and general operations
- Possess strong liaison skills and build relationships across teams
- Be capable of (appropriately) challenging the process in unexpected scenarios rather than blindly following the book
- Include a mix of operational experience, communications, media and community liaison experience – any one of these missing will be challenging
- Know about and utilise local community networks – sports clubs, informal leaders, phone trees etc.
- Quickly earn an Incident Controller’s trust with calm, responsive, and well-tailored action

List developed using collective practitioner views

Figure 13: Characteristics of a strong Public Information Section member as defined by practitioners during this Review
Issues and Impacts

Increasing expectations for information and warnings during incidents has a corresponding increasing need for resources. Generally speaking, provision of public information is a resource hungry action.

While AIIMS 4 outlines the functions of a Public Information section including an indicative team structure, it should be noted that wide variation exists on how Public Information teams are designed and functions are coordinated. This is particularly the case where the Public Information function is centrally located rather than deployed within local incident control centres.

Scaling up quickly and taking on multiple roles as required – publisher, social media specialist, community engagement officer and media liaison requires a great deal of flexibility, and is challenging.

Some agencies have highlighted difficulties attracting and retaining the right people to Public Information roles. For some, these roles seem daunting, or carry high responsibility while for others, the roles don’t yet carry the weight or kudos of other incident management roles (or are still perceived as ‘non-operational’).

Some agencies, including WA’s DFES and Tasmania’s TFS, attach all incident management roles to standing organisational positions. The impact of this is that when staff move to a new substantive role, they are re-allocated to the incident management role attached to that new position. While this arrangement is in place to ensure overall workforce capacity and balance, good people are regularly lost and new operators must be trained. Several senior practitioners highlighted this regular loss of skill and aptitude in their teams as a real challenge.

There are also challenges in sustaining the workforce over long incidents. Many individuals in Public Information roles are ‘public servants’ rather than operational staff. This often means that they are employed under a standard corporate services agreement rather than an operational agreement providing for 24/7 service scenarios. This can present a very real challenge in attracting, retaining and rostering resources.

There can be tension between operational teams and Public Information teams if they are perceived as ‘media and communications people who don’t understand operations’. Appropriate training, exercising and development of trusted working relationships is required to mitigate this tension.

It is noted that approaches to training for Public Information roles vary greatly across organisations. For some, formal, multi-day and multi-hazard training is standard, while for others, a small dedicated team in place means that formalised training for others is not established.

Some practitioners are wary of the scrutiny and criticism that they might find themselves under should a formal inquiry be held following an event. This wariness appears to have increased in recent years as reviews and inquiries have given increasing prominence to analysing the information and warnings made available to communities. This is perceived as a definite detractor for personnel considering Public Information roles.

There appears to be a need for greater attention to provision of debriefing and post-incident support to those in Public Information roles. Multi-agency and multi-disciplinary teams can make it easier to ‘miss’ individuals in post-incident support activities. Regardless of the duration or nature of their role carried out, intense pressure or responsibility can regularly be experienced in what can feel like a ‘frontline’ role. Some practitioners interviewed during this Review discussed feeling isolated or disconnected following incidents.
Opportunities

Public Information roles under AIIMS 4 are still being defined by some agencies. Sharing of role descriptions, recruiting methods, training programs and materials would benefit these agencies. A considered approach should avoid simplistic ‘document dumping’ in shared repositories and email inboxes, and include supporting discussion or information on the materials provided. In some states, including Victoria for example, multi-hazard training programs for Public Information have also been developed and are run regularly. This experience could be shared with others.

In reality, ‘Public Information’ is managed by some agencies with teams as small as one or two people. Opportunities to develop and mature multi-agency arrangements, including the utilisation of training and exercising, should be pursued to better support these smaller teams.

Continued focus on establishing Public Information as a legitimate and priority area of incident management is warranted. While many senior leaders have adapted to this shift in modern emergency management, practitioners continue to experience challenges to their advice or action from less experienced operational members. Similarly, some operational members interviewed during this Review explained their own learning curve around Public Information as a priority aspect of their roles.

For non-operational personnel taking up Public Information roles, including traditional media teams, increased opportunity to experience the operational environment, through mentoring, shadowing or exercising for example, should be promoted.

Taking a broader view of the workforce, policing agencies have highlighted the need to consider the frontline when publishing information and warnings. They report on the importance of keeping the broader workforce informed of new warnings as members of the public will often approach officers in the community and seek further advice. If the members are unaware of the message, it loses credibility and they can find themselves in an unfortunate ‘last to know’ scenario.

Good Practice

- In Victoria, common public information training has been developed for multi-agency and multi-hazard use. While content is still being refined to equally and effectively support multi-hazards, this shared approach is seen as both efficient and effective. Importantly, public information team members can be confident that their peers have received the same training and will follow the same protocols and practices.

- In the ACT, all government communications teams have been trained to take up Public Information roles.

Key Findings

38 Personnel working in Public Information sections can be affected by the impact and gravity of their work, particularly in high impact or high stress incidents. Provision of post-incident debriefing and critical incident stress programs are essential activities. Ineffective support for personnel is not only detrimental to an individual’s wellbeing but can also impact upon future availability and willingness of people to take on Public Information roles.

Recommendation 7

All agencies to ensure that post-incident debriefing and critical incident stress programs are effectively executed for all public information personnel, regardless of the level of their involvement or the nature of their substantive role.
Centralised and decentralised models in use

Emergency services are using a number of different models to resource and coordinate the creation and issue of warnings. While some rely on a centralised ‘headquarters’ model which draws upon smaller teams with high levels of expertise, others have a highly decentralised model in place with warnings created and published by local Incident or Regional Control Centres. Both approaches offer strengths and challenges and there is no evidence of a winning ‘best practice’ model for resourcing and managing Public Information teams.

**Strengths**

Jurisdictions have created Public Information resourcing models to meet their local needs, with a mix of centralised and decentralised models in use. While there isn’t a preferred or ‘best’ approach, smaller agencies are particularly reliant upon a centralised model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jurisdictions adopting distributed models can benefit from:</th>
<th>Jurisdictions adopting centralised models can benefit from:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Superior local knowledge in teams to inform tailoring of warnings;</td>
<td>• More experienced public information resources in place;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• A more timely authoring and publishing approach;</td>
<td>• A supportive model for Incident Controllers and local Public Information Officers who can call upon specialist support to craft and issue warnings;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Greater capacity on days of high / widespread activity;</td>
<td>• A constant, state-wide view of the overall situation and warnings in place (or national view for Commonwealth agencies);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Less need to prioritise the creation of warnings; and</td>
<td>• Minimised training and re-training of diverse teams, particularly around changes to publishing systems and protocols;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Local incident controller sign-off on all warnings.</td>
<td>• Simplified rostering; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Shared knowledge, practice and liaison enabling cross regional support</td>
<td>• Greater consistency in determining warning levels and content.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On a technical note, publishing systems used by agencies are increasingly capable of supporting either model, however some agencies do remain limited in their ability to establish a distributed publishing model due to system limitations.

**Issues and Impacts**

Various arrangements for approval of messages are in place across both centralised and decentralised models with various challenges noted by practitioners.

In either model, approval processes appear to work best where the Public Information representative is appropriately senior and experienced enough to have a trusted relationship with the Incident Controller and/or state level manager. Of note, there is a range of anecdotal evidence that in addition to formal protocols, shared work experience and personal relationships within these teams is important.

For some agencies using centralised publishing models, local incident controllers effectively approve a warning before it is written, with local Public Information Officers providing only a verbal request to the centralised team. While this process supports the priority for timely warnings, it places a high degree of trust in the centralised team for accuracy and appropriateness of warnings.
Timeliness can also be a challenge in these centralised Public Information teams as they rely on information and instruction from local Incident Control Centres. Conversely, some bushfire agencies argue that initial ‘advice’ messages can be provided in a more timely manner via a centralised team.

For agencies and jurisdictions adopting a centralised model, the ability to tailor information and warnings and to provide accurate, high quality local information and context can be problematic. Research highlights the importance of local knowledge being accurately referenced and included in warnings, and Skinner and Skinner note, “that lack of local knowledge in information updates is a persistent cause of trust erosion” (2014, p9). Communities will place a higher degree of trust in information that clearly emanates from a local source and correctly references (or pronounces) local geography, place names and roads (See also Trust, credibility and information validation).

However, unintended consequences of issuing warnings at a local level without state control involvement (or national where relevant) can occur. For example, a major change in situation or release of an emergency warning without adequate involvement of state control might mean that supporting or connected activity – state media briefings, ministerial liaison, multi-agency liaison, coordination and resourcing of centralised information hotlines and Triple Zero call centres etc. could be impacted. Some agencies, NSW RFS for example, have attended to these challenges by establishing specific protocols and monitoring around release of high impact messages.

Decentralised teams can also lack experience and exposure to different scenarios, requiring support or intervention from a state team, and events spanning large geographic areas and affecting many communities have proven difficult for local teams to manage.

Regardless of the model in place, tensions between headquarters and local incident management teams can arise. Agencies report that this kind of issue is managed largely through building stronger working relationships and personal contact or knowledge of peers in teams. Realistically, for many smaller agencies a centralised model is the most pragmatic option available, as Public Information resources and suitable publishing systems are not available. Good practice interviews highlight that for some of these agencies, telephone communication with local teams to craft appropriate warnings is common.

Opportunities

There would be value in further exploring and sharing the pros and cons of centralised versus decentralised models for managing public information in incident management, as several interviewees have acknowledged that they are yet to realise the ‘perfect’ arrangement.

To this end, as AIIMS 4 continues to be adopted and tested, there may be opportunity to evaluate good practice specifically in centralised and decentralised models.

The following three examples describe some centralised and decentralised approaches. Note that each jurisdiction and agency has their own model in place and these examples may not be illustrative of further alternative arrangements.
An illustration of different models in use

A centralised model

In South Australia, the SES is the designated hazard leader for storm, flood and heatwave events. Their Public Information function is managed through a small, centralised team. Advice messages and warnings are crafted centrally, based on hazard information provided through sources such as the Bureau of Meteorology and specific risk information provided by local planning and response teams. In a prolonged or complex scenario, the SA SES relies upon Public Information support being provided by other SA police and emergency service organisations.

A semi-centralised model

In Western Australia, DFES establishes a Public Information Officer within the Incident Control Centre, to support the Incident Controller to execute his or her role. When advice or warnings are required to be issued, the Public Information Officer contacts DFES HQ to request that a message be created and published, providing the necessary detail for the centralised team to do so. Authorisation of the message is provided by the Incident Controller prior to the PIO calling HQ.

A decentralised model

In Victoria, a team of over 400 staff and volunteers across multiple agencies is available to State, Regional and Incident Control centres across the state in a highly distributed model. Working to a local Incident Controller, Public Information Officers and their teams can create and publish advice and warnings without intervention from the State Control Centre. The State Control Centre provides a monitoring and support function across all public information, working with local teams if they require additional support.

Key Finding

39 Various centralised and decentralised models for the provision of public information are in use and each carries pros and cons. While opportunities to discuss workforce arrangements or provide case studies on alternative models would be valuable, agencies should be encouraged to tailor fit-for-purpose arrangements rather than conform to any particular model.
Evaluating the effectiveness of warnings and information

Apart from independent research and ad-hoc post-incident analysis, there appears to be little evidence of planned evaluation of the effectiveness of warnings being undertaken. Establishment of performance measures and a consistent approach to evaluation would build a stronger evidence base to inform further improvement of Public Information. Related to this point, the sharing and utilisation of research and evaluation outcomes can also be improved.

**Strengths**

There is a growing base of research and post-incident evaluation, and with this, a growing community of researchers and professionals to draw upon. A number of agencies have commissioned post-incident analysis to learn more about public information and warnings, and this is seen as a genuine learning opportunity rather than a compliance driven exercise.

The continued level of interest in evaluating the effectiveness of warnings is illustrated in the inclusion of a Communications and Warnings program in the Bushfire and Natural Hazards Cooperative Research Centre (BNHCRC). Specialised centres for research such as the BNHCRC and the previous Bushfire Cooperative Research Centre (BCRC) have been acknowledged by many as providing an important contributor to research and evaluation.

Indeed, the BNHCRC is sponsoring research on ‘Creating Effective Multi-channel Communication during Disaster Response and Recovery’. This project is analysing the effectiveness and efficiency of official emergency messages during the response and recovery phases and is expected to test and mature suitable models for evaluation. This is, however long term work, and improved approaches for today’s ‘business as usual’ practice are necessary.

On that front, message publishing tools used by agencies and jurisdictions are increasingly including reporting modules which can provide critical data and reporting on incident warnings, publishers, the number and type of messages created and updated, and publishing date/time information. For example, the Emergency Alert system is highly auditable, capturing details including when a message was sent and how many people received it.

In Victoria, a framework for monitoring and evaluation of public information has recently been developed and is currently being piloted. It establishes a common approach for post-incident evaluation, provides for three levels of review (from internal reviews to community facing reviews) and includes key performance indicators (from the Victorian Inspector General-Emergency Management). In QLD, their recently released Standard for Disaster Management includes target outcomes and indicators for emergency communications and warnings.

**Issues and Impacts**

As public information is still a relatively new emergency management function, monitoring and evaluation capability is clearly still developing. There are a number of issues to consider.

Formal evaluation activity is often resource intensive and costly. For many agencies, a major event is most likely to be the trigger for such investment, but paradoxically evaluation of public information can be postponed or avoided in these events due to formal inquiries or broader incident reviews.

There is also a lack of consistency in how evaluations are undertaken and the performance indicators used to evaluate ‘success’. Practitioners have highlighted the challenge of understanding or measuring success for public information. For example: is success that targeted communities received a warning, or that they both received and acted appropriately upon that warning? The scope of public information evaluation in the broader context of
community education, preparedness and communication campaigns also brings complexity to the task.

Skinner & Skinner flag both the need to evaluate against desired outcomes, and the complexity of evaluating individual programs or activities within a broader program of intervention. They also highlight that “the majority of interventions used in community safety are based on lay theories of promoting preparation. Few interventions are informed by empirically tested theories by professional researchers and practitioners involved in behaviour change, from disaster management or other areas promoting pro-activity” (2014, p v)

Some interviewees have highlighted concern at public information being measured based on ‘activity’ tracking alone. While many publishing systems now provide quantitative data about messages created and published, and online channels can provide quantitative data around audiences, unique visits and ‘hits’, this kind of activity tracking does not provide an adequate evaluation outcome.

It is noted that the lack of common standards or performance indicators to support evaluation means that each inquiry, evaluation or research program designs a different methodology to evaluate, and does so without a framework for comparison to other events and outcomes. Skinner & Skinner remark that “at present we don’t know what works for whom in what context, in terms of promoting community preparedness and safety. Little of the research undertaken involves high quality evaluations of interventions” (2014, p v)

Given the number of recent formal inquiries there can also be added pressure on teams to create and publish warnings, with a view that it is better to send a warning when in doubt, than not send one. While there is merit in this approach, interviewees note that this can lead to a tendency to ‘over warn’, and can decrease message effectiveness to the community. In contrast there is also a concern that with intensive evaluation, every keystroke, message or mistake will be analysed and practitioners can feel that if they do issue a warning they will be subject to that scrutiny.

Indeed, it is quite possible that the recent frequency of formal inquiries following incidents is affecting agency or industry motivation to self-evaluate. If a formal inquiry is underway, agencies understandably see that it is best left to those investigating to evaluate success. As a consequence however, targeted and expert investigation of public information and insight using mature evaluation models is rare.

Opportunities

There is opportunity to create an evaluation framework that more effectively measures success, and value in considering the methodologies already used to date by researchers and others who have conducted formal inquiries and evaluations. The establishment of guiding notes for evaluators (both internal and independent) would build a more consistent evidence base for ongoing practice improvement.

AFAC’s Strategic Directions Statement for Fire and Emergency Services in Australia and New Zealand 2014-2016 was approved by the (then) Standing Council of Police and Emergency Management in late 2013 (See Figure 14 below). Work is currently underway to establish performance indicators against the five key directions, and these should inform a foundation for future evaluation.

39 NB: An independent consultant specialising in emergency management has compiled a comprehensive list of Coronial and Independent Inquiries, Royal Commissions, government reviews and agency commissioned reviews undertaken in recent years. The list is actively maintained. http://casuscalamitas.com/2012/12/16/disaster-inquiries-in-australia/
In addition, both Victoria and Queensland have recently developed performance indicators on the provision of warnings and may be well placed to share their arrangements and standards with other agencies.

Strategic Directions Statement for Fire and Emergency Services in Australia and New Zealand 2014-2016

**Direction 1:** Supporting resilient communities through risk reduction  
**Direction 2:** Providing trusted response  
**Direction 3:** The source of credible and timely information  
**Direction 4:** Effective governance and resource management  
**Direction 5:** Informed by research

*Publisher: AFAC. Endorsed by the (then) Standing Council on Police and Emergency Management, Nov 2013.*

Figure 14: Strategic Directions Statement for Fire and Emergency Services in Australia and New Zealand. Performance indicators are being developed to drive achievement of these statements.

The sharing of evaluation outcomes between agencies and jurisdictions could also be improved. During this review, it has been apparent that many evaluations are known of in general terms, but not necessarily easy to find. Further to this, key findings of inquiries or evaluations are not easily referred to across agencies, and are often not easily found via publicly accessible websites. While organisations such as Emergency Management Australia, AFAC and EMPA have fostered information sharing hubs they remain under-utilised, and there is a need and opportunity to improve information exchange and sharing of lessons learned.

A practical opportunity involves the broad dissemination and promotion of the literature review completed as a component of this Review, highlighting the availability of an executive summary considering key themes across warnings research.

Market research and evaluation is often undertaken to assess the effectiveness of education campaigns, along with media analysis provided by specialist groups. Whilst these are effective tools they come at a cost. There may be opportunities to better utilise these evaluation and analysis opportunities to support specific public information evaluation or to pool resources for this form of evaluation.

Some practitioners have highlighted a need to understand more about the impact on communities of post-incident analysis and research. For example, SA’s Country Fire Service will from time to time hold community debriefs or meetings following an event. These meetings provide an opportunity for the community to reflect on their experience and ask questions, and for agencies to listen and provide information. The question however is, is there a best timeframe or a best approach to run these sessions? How can the best outcomes be achieved?

**Good Practice Highlights**

- A number of agencies have commissioned targeted research in order to learn more about public information. For example, following the 2013/14 Bangor fires in South Australia, the Country Fire Service commissioned the BNHCRC to provide research and evaluation into a number of areas of focus around community safety, including risk perception and response to public information.

- Emergency Management Victoria has developed a Public Information Monitoring and Evaluation Framework which it is currently piloting. The Framework includes principles, performance areas to structure evaluations, key performance indicators developed by the Inspector-General Emergency Management, three levels of evaluation so that small and large events can be appropriately evaluated, and evaluation templates.
Figure 15: Emergency Management Victoria has developed a Public Information Monitoring and Evaluation Framework which it is currently piloting. The Framework includes a structured approach to evaluations and provides for three levels of evaluation, from small internal reviews to larger, public facing reviews.

Key Findings

40 The sector lacks an agreed approach to monitoring and evaluation of warnings. The lack of a common framework for this activity results in great disparity in how the effectiveness of warnings is assessed, including evaluation undertaken during formal inquiries, and lost opportunity to build a consolidated base of lessons learned.

41 It would appear that many practitioners are aware of a range of research and of many post-incident inquiries, but that few have time available to reflect upon and apply the findings. Continued effort to summarise, present and ‘make ready’ research for agencies to easily utilise would be valuable.

Recommendation 8
In order to build a stronger evidence base to inform policy and practice, develop agreed research methods and commission targeted research which focuses on community behaviour and response to warnings across diverse hazards.

Recommendation 9
Develop nationally agreed performance indicators and formalise post-incident evaluation processes for the provision of warnings and information during emergencies.
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Appendix A: Illustration of warnings Frameworks

The following information provides illustration of a sample of existing Frameworks in use for various hazards.

Flood Warnings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bureau of Meteorology Flood Warnings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Bureau of Meteorology provides a flood warning service for most major rivers in Australia. This service is provided with the cooperation of other government authorities, such as the State Emergency Service in each State/Territory, water agencies and local Councils.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Flood Warning Service provides different types of information that depends on the type of flooding and the flood risk. The range of information, which may vary between States and areas within a State, includes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An <strong>Alert or Watch</strong> of possible flooding, if flood producing rain is expected to happen in the near future. The general weather forecasts can also refer to flood producing rain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A <strong>Generalised Flood Warning</strong> that flooding is occurring or is expected to occur in a particular region. No information on the severity of flooding or the particular location of the flooding is provided. These types of warnings are issued for areas where no specialised warnings systems have been installed. As part of its Severe Weather Warning Service, the Bureau also provides warnings for severe storm situations that may cause flash flooding. In some areas, the Bureau is working with local councils to install systems to provide improved warnings for flash flood situations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Warnings of 'Minor', 'Moderate' or 'Major' flooding</strong> in areas where the Bureau has installed specialised warning systems. In these areas, the flood warning message will identify the river valley, the locations expected to be flooded, the likely severity of the flooding and when it is likely to occur, predictions of the expected height of a river at a town or other important locations along a river, and the time that this height is expected to be reached.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This type of warning is normally the most useful in that it allows local emergency authorities and people in the flood threatened area to more precisely determine the area and likely depth of the flooding. This type of warning can only be provided where there are specialised flood warning systems and where flood forecasting models have been developed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Minor flooding**: Causes inconvenience. Low-lying areas next to watercourses are inundated. Minor roads may be closed and low-level bridges submerged. In urban areas inundation may affect some backyards and buildings below the floor level as well as bicycle and pedestrian paths. In rural areas removal of stock and equipment may be required.

- **Moderate flooding**: In addition to the above, the area of inundation is more substantial. Main traffic routes may be affected. Some buildings may be affected above the floor level. Evacuation of flood affected areas may be required. In rural areas removal of stock is required.

- **Major flooding**: In addition to the above, extensive rural areas and/or urban areas are inundated. Many buildings may be affected above the floor level. Properties and towns are likely to be isolated and major rail and traffic routes closed. Evacuation of flood affected areas may be required. Utility services may be impacted.

Figure 16: The Bureau of Meteorology provides a scaled approach to flood warnings ranging from 'alert' through to 'major flood warning'
Cyclone Warnings

Australia’s Cyclone Warning System
The Bureau of Meteorology provides information and warnings for tropical cyclones in Australia. Tropical Cyclone ‘Advises’ are issued whenever a tropical cyclone is expected to cause winds in excess of 62 km/h (gale force) over land in Australia. A tropical cyclone advice may be a watch and/or a warning, depending on when and where the gales are expected to develop.

When is a Tropical Cyclone Advice issued?
A tropical cyclone watch is issued for coastal communities when the onset of gales is expected within 48 hours, but not within 24 hours.
A tropical cyclone warning is issued for coastal communities when the onset of gales is expected within 24 hours, or they are already occurring.
Each advice issued for a particular cyclone will be numbered sequentially, starting at number 1 for the first advice. A tropical cyclone advice may contain a combined watch and warning, that is, it will provide information on the area under watch status and the area under warning status.

How often is a Tropical Cyclone Advice issued?
While the threat remains, a tropical cyclone advice will be issued every six hours, increasing to every three hours when cyclone warnings are required. In some circumstances, when a cyclone approaching the coast is under radar surveillance, the advices may be issued hourly.


Figure 17: The Bureau of Meteorology outlines cyclone warnings and provides a two-step system of ‘watch’ and ‘warning’

Western Australia’s ‘blue, yellow, red’ scaled warnings for cyclone

- **BLUE ALERT**
  - Get ready for a cyclone.
  - You need to start preparing for cyclonic weather.

- **YELLOW ALERT**
  - Take action and get ready to shelter from a cyclone.
  - You need to prepare for the arrival of a cyclone.

- **RED ALERT**
  - Take shelter from the cyclone.
  - You need to go to shelter immediately.

- **ALL CLEAR**
  - The cyclone danger has passed but take care.
  - Wind and storm surge dangers have passed but you need to take care to avoid the dangers caused by damage.

Figure 18: Western Australia’s colour coded alert levels for cyclone
**Tropical Cyclone Category System**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORY 1 (tropical cyclone)</th>
<th>Negligible house damage. Damage to some crops, trees and caravans. Craft may drag moorings. A Category 1 cyclone's strongest winds are GALEs with typical gusts over open flat land of 90 - 125 km/h. These winds correspond to Beaufort 8 and 9 (Gales and strong gales).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY 2 (tropical cyclone)</td>
<td>Minor house damage. Significant damage to signs, trees and caravans. Heavy damage to some crops. Risk of power failure. Small craft may break moorings. A Category 2 cyclone's strongest winds are DESTRUCTIVE winds with typical gusts over open flat land of 125 - 164 km/h. These winds correspond to Beaufort 10 and 11 (Storm and violent storm).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY 3 (severe tropical cyclone)</td>
<td>Some roof and structural damage. Some caravans destroyed. Power failures likely. A Category 3 cyclone's strongest winds are VERY DESTRUCTIVE winds with typical gusts over open flat land of 165 - 224 km/h. These winds correspond to the highest category on the Beaufort scale, Beaufort 12 (Hurricane).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY 4 (severe tropical cyclone)</td>
<td>Significant roofing loss and structural damage. Many caravans destroyed and blown away. Dangerous airborne debris. Widespread power failures. A Category 4 cyclone's strongest winds are VERY DESTRUCTIVE winds with typical gusts over open flat land of 225 - 279 km/h. These winds correspond to the highest category on the Beaufort scale, Beaufort 12 (Hurricane).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY 5 (severe tropical cyclone)</td>
<td>Extremely dangerous with widespread destruction. A Category 5 cyclone's strongest winds are VERY DESTRUCTIVE winds with typical gusts over open flat land of more than 280 km/h. These winds correspond to the highest category on the Beaufort scale, Beaufort 12 (Hurricane).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 19: Explanation of the 'category' system for cyclones which includes description of wind gust speeds and potential impacts (Source: http://www.bom.gov.au/cyclone/about/intensity.shtml)
Bushfire Warnings

Figure 20: The National Framework for Scaled Advice and Warnings to the Community (for bushfire) was developed and adopted by the Australian Emergency Management Committee in 2009.
Urban and other hazard Warnings (in South Australia)

3. Advice, Watch & Act and Emergency Warning Messages for Emergency Incidents (Other Than Bushfires)

Advice, Watch & Act and Emergency Warning Messages for incidents other than bushfires are issued via the MFS Non-Bushfire Advice, Non-Bushfire Watch & Act and Non-Bushfire Emergency Warning Message Media Release template available in CRiMiSON. The CRiMiSON Media Release templates are available under the ‘ADV’, ‘WAM’ and ‘EWM’ under the ‘i’ icon in CRiMiSON. This is a different process to issuing an Advice, Watch and Act or Emergency Warning message on CRiMiSON for bushfire.

When Media Releases are issued for significant non-bushfire emergency incidents, it is advisable to utilise a heading that includes one of the three following levels of warning: Advice, Watch and Act or Emergency Warning Message.

When issuing an incident Advice, Watch and Act or Emergency Warning message for emergency incidents (other than bushfires), the Community Risk Rating (from Low to Severe) should be established by the Incident Controller with consideration to the following relevant potential risk factors available in Table 1.

**TABLE 1 – Criteria for issuing an incident Advice, Watch and Act Messages (WAM) or Emergency Warning Messages (EWM) (For Non-bushfire incidents)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMMUNITY RISK RATING FACTORS</th>
<th>COMMUNITY RISK RATING</th>
<th>Immediate impact</th>
<th>Delayed impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To determine the Community Risk Rating (Low-Moderate, High or Severe) consider:</td>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>Emergency Warning</td>
<td>Watch and Act Message – Non Bushfire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life risk</td>
<td>Emergency Warning Message – Non Bushfire</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk to motorists</td>
<td>CONSIDER EMERGENCY ALERT &amp; IVR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property risk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential for escalation</td>
<td>Watch and Act</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of spread (of fire, gas, smoke, fumes, chemical, radiation etc.)</td>
<td>Watch and Act Message – Non Bushfire</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toxic or non-toxic smoke, gas or odour</td>
<td>Advice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental risk</td>
<td>Advice Message – Non Bushfire</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather conditions (including temperature and wind strength)</td>
<td>Advice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood of evacuation/relocation requirements</td>
<td>Advice Message – Non Bushfire</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire load</td>
<td>Advice Message – Non Bushfire</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IMPORTANT:** Advice, Watch & Act and Emergency Warning Messages for non-bushfire incidents are not designed to be used for minor emergency incidents.

Figure 21: An extract from South Australia’s arrangements for issuing information and warnings for urban fire and rescue incidents, based on the agreed Framework for bushfire.
Appendix B: Examples of tailored warnings

Agencies tailor their warnings in a diverse number of formats. A small set of examples illustrating that diversity are shown below.

Figure 22: An example of the Bureau of Meteorology’s weather warnings, which includes both meteorological information and advice from the relevant local emergency service.

Figure 23: (Below) The Department of Fire and Emergency Services in Western Australia has worked with community focus groups to test and enhance the structure and language used in its warnings. An example of their warnings is provided on the following page.
Bushfire ADVICE for Neeleshup Lake in the City of Wanneroo

Friday 24 October 2014 - 4.19 PM

A bushfire ADVICE remains for people located near Neeleshup Lake, north of Forest Drive, east of North Lake Road, west of Neeleshup Lake, and south of Shellharbour Drive, in the City of Wanneroo.

- There is no threat to lives or homes but there is a lot of smoke in the area.
- Although there is no immediate danger you need to be aware and keep up to date in case the situation changes.

- The fire is burning in bushland surrounding Neeleshup Lake.

BUSHFIRE BEHAVIOUR:
- The bushfire is stationary.
- The fire is burning in understorey, which is a mixture ofvably burning plant material that forms in wetlands, and because peat burns underground it can be difficult to extinguish.
- It is contained but not under control.

WHAT TO DO:
- Stay alert and monitor your surroundings.
- Watch for signs of a bushfire, especially around powerlines, poles and fences.
- Close all doors and windows, turn off gas appliances, and keep water running through the system to be ready.
- Read through your bushfire survival plan.
- Do not act out the plan if you think the situation will worsen.

ROAD CLOSURES:
No roads are closed.
Avoid the area and be aware of fire and other emergency services personnel working on site.

WHAT FIREIGHTERS ARE DOING:
Up to 90 volunteers from the Wanneroo, Baldivis, Pinnacles, Mundaring, South Gosnells, Byford, Baldivis, Wattle, Jandakot, Kalamunda, and Gumtree Rural Fire Brigades, and the Bunbury Volunteer Fire Service are actively fighting the fire.

EXTRA INFORMATION:
- The incident was reported at 1.15pm on Tuesday 21 October 2014.
- The cause of the fire is lightning strike.
- It has burnt approximately three hectares.
- The City of Wanneroo is managing the fire.

KEEP UP TO DATE
Visit www.tra.wa.gov.au, call DFES on 13 DFES (13 3337), follow DFES on Twitter @DFES_wa, or follow news sources.

The next update will be provided by 11am tomorrow, Saturday 25 October 2014 unless the situation changes.

Please note: The map below provides a general indication of the location of the warning area.

Map Legend:
- Bushfire - Advice
- Bushfire - Watch and Act
- Bushfire - Emergency Warning
- Bushfire - All Clear
- Cyclone - Advice
- Cyclone - Blue Alert
- Cyclone - Yellow Alert
- Cyclone - Red Alert
- Flood - Alert
- Tornado Alert
Sample Cyclone Advice - ‘Warning and Watch’ (sourced from Bureau website)
IDW24100
BUREAU OF METEOROLOGY
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN REGIONAL OFFICE
Transmitters serving the Onslow and Barrow Island areas are requested to sound the Standard Emergency Warning Signal before broadcasting the following warning.
TOP PRIORITY
TROPICAL CYCLONE ADVICE NUMBER 24
Issued at 11:55 pm WST on Sunday, 29 February 2004
BY THE BUREAU OF METEOROLOGY
TROPICAL CYCLONE WARNING CENTRE PERTH
A CYCLONE WARNING for a SEVERE CATEGORY 4 CYCLONE is now current for coastal areas between Roebourne and Exmouth. A CYCLONE WATCH extends south to Coral Bay and includes adjacent inland parts of the western Pilbara.
At midnight WST SEVERE TROPICAL CYCLONE MONTY was estimated to be
185 kilometres west northwest of Karratha and
170 kilometres north of Onslow and
Moving southwest at 10 kilometres per hour.
Severe Tropical Cyclone Monty is expected to cross the coast in the vicinity of Onslow during Monday. Gales with gusts to 125 kilometres per hour are likely in coastal communities between Roebourne and Onslow extending to Exmouth during the day.
Very destructive winds with gusts to 250 kilometres per hour are likely to develop at Barrow Island tonight and in the vicinity of Onslow during Monday.
Residents of Onslow are specifically warned of the potential of a very dangerous storm tide as the cyclone centre approaches the coast.
Tides are likely to rise significantly above the normal high tide mark with very dangerous flooding, damaging waves and strong currents.
Widespread heavy rain and further flooding are likely in western parts of the Pilbara Gascoyne over the next few days.
Details of Severe Tropical Cyclone Monty at midnight WST.
Location of centre: within 20 kilometres of Latitude 20.1 South Longitude 115.2 East.
Recent movement: southwest at 10 kilometres per hour.
Central Pressure: 935 hPa.
Maximum wind gusts: 250 kilometres per hour.
Severity Category: 4
FESA-State Emergency Service advises of the following community alerts:
RED ALERT: People in communities at Barrow Island should move to shelter.
YELLOW ALERT: People in or near the communities of Mardie, Onslow, Fortescue Roadhouse, Pannawonica and Nanutarra should commence action in readiness for the cyclone's arrival.
BLUE ALERT: People in or near the communities of Roebourne, Wickham, Karratha, Dampier and Exmouth should be taking precautions.
The next advice will be issued at 1 am WST.
Cyclone advices and State Emergency Service Community Alerts are available by dialling 1300 659 210
A map showing the track of the cyclone is available at: http://www.bom.gov.au/wa/cyclone

Figure 24: An example of the Bureau of Meteorology’s cyclone warnings
Appendix C: Social Media Monitoring Example

ACT Emergency Service Agency's Digital Media Monitoring Application, NEWS TAG

Figure 25: In the four images below, the ACT Emergency Services Agency's digital media monitoring tool is profiled. Specific campaigns can be quickly set up and include geo-located display. Images posted can be collated to assist with rapid validation of information.
Appendix D: Multi-hazard, multi-agency websites

Below, the multi-hazard, multi-agency warnings websites for South Australia, Tasmania, Victoria and the ACT are shown. Different approaches to collating and presenting information are used, some focused on presentation of social media updates and others providing a spatial view of current incidents and alerts.

Figure 26: Alert SA displays the social media feeds of multiple SA emergency services
Figure 27: TAS ALERT displays the social media feeds of multiple SA emergency services. It is also designed to easily include information from broader government agencies or departments if required.
Figure 28: VicEmergency is Victoria’s official multi-hazard, multi-agency warnings and information channel. It displays all current incidents, alerts and warnings in a single spatial view. Users can edit their preferences to show particular information using the 'filters and map layers' tab (e.g. to display warnings only).
Figure 29: The ACT Emergency Services Agency provides a news feed style multi-hazard, multi-agency website and is promoted as a trusted source of information.

Figure 30: The ACT Emergency Services Agency also provides a spatial view of current incidents, advice and warnings.
Appendix E: Third party information and warnings examples

Figure 31: The popular Townsville Storms Facebook page provides weather information.
Figure 32: The early warning network is a commercial enterprise offering weather information and emergency warnings. A number of government organisations utilise this service to share information and warnings with community members.
Appendix F: Information versus news

A recent fire in Ravensbourne, QLD saw a 'watch and act' message issued by QLD Fire and Emergency Services. The below images illustrate how the warning is shared, in contrast to 'news' about the incident.

Figure 33: This Watch and Act message is displayed in full in the ABC's 'emergency' area. In the following image, the ABC's news area also provides an article on the incident.
Figure 34: Here, ABC’s news article references the Watch and Act message, as distinct from providing it in full.
Figure 35: A QLD newspaper provides a news article about the fire and although noting that a watch and act message has been issued, there is no link to the official message.
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Levett</td>
<td>NSW Fire and Rescue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter McKechnie</td>
<td>NSW Rural Fire Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Sutton</td>
<td>WA Department of Fire and Emergency Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phil Nickerson</td>
<td>QLD Office of the Inspector General Emergency Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Gollings</td>
<td>NSW State Emergency Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Occupation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reegan Key^</td>
<td>Emergency Management Victoria (Reference Group Chair)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rob Morton</td>
<td>Bureau of Meteorology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rob Rogers</td>
<td>NSW Rural Fire Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robin Hicks</td>
<td>Bureau of Meteorology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosemary Patterson</td>
<td>TAS Fire Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross McNeill</td>
<td>Victoria Police</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sally Lowenstein</td>
<td>VIC State Emergency Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sally Woolford^</td>
<td>SA Fire and Emergency Services Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Chard</td>
<td>Commonwealth Attorney-General's Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Duval</td>
<td>SA Police</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shane Murrhiy</td>
<td>Bureau of Meteorology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Fox</td>
<td>TAS Department of Parks and Wildlife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelby Canterford</td>
<td>Geoscience Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoni Maguire</td>
<td>Bureau of Meteorology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon Goodwin</td>
<td>SA Fire and Emergency Services Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon Hiscock</td>
<td>TAS Department Premier and Cabinet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Keir</td>
<td>QLD Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve Matthews</td>
<td>WA Department of Fire and Emergency Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve Yorke</td>
<td>NSW Rural Fire Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suellen Flint^</td>
<td>WA Department of Fire and Emergency Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tim Foley</td>
<td>WA Department of Parks and Wildlife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tim Gerritsen</td>
<td>ABC Emergency Broadcasting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony Pearce</td>
<td>Emergency Management Victoria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trevor Butterfield</td>
<td>QLD Fire and Emergency Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trina Read^</td>
<td>Bureau of Meteorology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troy Davies</td>
<td>QLD Fire and Emergency Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwick Richardson</td>
<td>NSW Fire and Rescue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy Kelly</td>
<td>Commonwealth Attorney-General's Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yvette (Pixie) Dowling</td>
<td>SA Country Fire Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoran Jovanovic</td>
<td>WA Department of Parks and Wildlife</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^ Project Reference Group member
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Delivery Team</th>
<th>Representing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reegan Key (Project Manager)</td>
<td>Emergency Management Victoria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Brodecky</td>
<td>Cube Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deb Symons</td>
<td>Cube Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth Cockerton</td>
<td>Cube Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan Pole</td>
<td>Ipsos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Brooks</td>
<td>Ipsos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Knapp</td>
<td>Ipsos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Young</td>
<td>Ipsos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Liew</td>
<td>Ipsos</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>